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ABSTRACT

Scismic pcrformance asscssmcnt of structures is to predict post-earthquake

functionality and is obtained from probabilistic seismic hazard of the site and

performance of structure or stock of structures against the hazard. The process is a

fundamental step in evaluating the likelihood that the structure will not be able to

providc facility allcr an carthqu~ke. Thc rcsults of this rcscarch work will provide a

rational support to the engineer inspecting the facility after an earthquake on whether

to permit the occupancy of a building soon after the occurrence of a damaging

earthquake. Prediction of the post-earthquake functionality of the important structures

such as hospital building, firc brigade building and disaster shelter is essential for

earthquakc disastcr management. The seismic vulnerability of building structures

depcnds on thc construction practicc in a city and is rclatcd to quality of thc existing
building stock.

The ground motion produced at the site by earthquakes of any possible size occurring

at any possible point in each source zone is determined with the use of McGuire

(1978), Duggal (1989) and Boore et aJ. (1993) acceleration attenuation relationship

separately. The uncertainty inherent in the predictive relationship is also' considered.

Scismic hazard curves for Dhaka, Chittagong and Sylhet city and Seismic hazard

maps of Bangladcsh lor differcnt probability of exceedcnce arc devcloped.

Seismic performance of structures is cast in terms of fragility curves for structural

limit states dircctly related to after carthquake structure occupancy status. Coupling

thc fragility curvcs with probabilistic scismic hazard analysis will permit assessments

of the vulnerability of seismically induced structure. Fragility curves of a structure

can be valuable to enginecrs to comparc with observable damage during the

inspection of a filcility bcforc deciding on the possihle huilding occupancy restriction

ancr an carthquakc. Fragility curvcs of' differcnt limit statcs of' a typical threc storcy

RCC frame structurc are dcveloped. The methodology can be used for any RCC frame

structure.
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Seismic performance assessment of structures is to predict post-earthquake

functionality and is obtaincd from probabilistic scismic hazard of thc site and

performance of structure or stock of structures against the hazard. Prediction of the post-

earthquake functionality of the important structures such as hospital building, fire brigade

building and disaster shelter is essential for earthquake disaster management. It is very

important to identify the vulnerable buildings and estimate the level of damage under a

probable earthquake by combining the probabilistic seismic hazard and fragility of the

concerning structure or stock of structures.

1.1 BACKGROUND AND PRESENT STATE OF THE PROBLEM

The history of earthquakes, in Bangladesh is sufficient enough to require their careful

consideration in the design of structures and facilities. The 1999 Moheskhali Earthquake

(Ansary et aI., 2001) and the 2003 Rangamati Earthquake (Ansary et aI., 2003) caused

damages in cities and villages in southeastern part of Bangladesh. In 1897, an earthquake

of magnitude 8.0 caused serious damages to buildings in the northeastern part of India

(including l3angladesh) and 1542 pcople wcre killed. The population increase around this

region is at least 50 times than the population of 1897 and cities like Dhaka, Chittagong,

and Sylhet have population exceeding several millions.

The seismic vulnerability of building structures depends on the construction practice in a

city and is related to quality of the existing building stock. In previous studies (Ansary,

2004, Sharfuddin, 200 I), a methodology has been developed to combine seismic hazard

and vulnerability to determine the seismic risk of future earthquakes affecting Dhaka.

Results of the analyses predicted risk of catastrophe with thousands of casualties. The

seismic risk of differcnt building categories. engineered and non-engineered, has recently

been estimated (Ansary and Noor, 2004) by combining the information on seismic hazard

and structural vulnerability. Retrofitting of these existing structures is very much needed

to make those less vulnerable to earthquakes. For this purpose, it is very important to

identify the vulnerable buildings and estimate the level of damage under a probable

earthquake.
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The assessment of the seismic performance of existing structures means prediction of the

post-earthquake functionality of structures. The process is a crucial step in evaluating the

likelihood that the structure will not be able to provide facility after an earthquake. The

results of this research work will provide a rational support to the engineer inspecting the

facility after an earthquake on whether to permit the occupancy of a building soon after

the occurrence of a damaging earthquake.

By using different acceleration attenuation expressions seismic hazard curves with

different curvature, can be developed from earthquake database. A complex methodology

that may be followed to construct fragility curves for reinforced concrete frame structures

in Bangladesh is presented in Noor and Manzur (2005). In the present study seismic

hazard analysis is done by using Duggal (1989) acceleration attenuation expression and

the earthquakc databasc prepared by Sharfuddin (2001) and limit-state fragility analysis is

done by following the guideline statcd in 13azzurro et nl. (2004). Duggal (1989)

acceleration nttenuation expression is developed for the alluvium soil of Japan. The soil

of Bangladesh is alluvium. Finally a set of fragility curves for different limit states is

prepared for a typical three storey RCC frame structure.

1.2 OBJECTIVES WITH SPECIFIC AIMS

Objectives of the present research study arc to

;;- Develop probabilistic seismic hazard curve for Dhab, Chittagong and Sylhet city

from probabilistic seismic hazard analysis,

;;- Develop contour maps of PGA (in g) for Bangladesh,

;;- Develop a methodology for the assessment of the seismic performance of structures

using the developed hazard map for Bangladesh.

1.3 OUTLINE OFMETIIODOLOGY

Earthquake sources capable of producing significant ground motion at the site are

identified and characterized from historical earthquakes. Source characterization includes

definition of each source's geometry and earthquake potential. Peak ground acceleration

(PGA) is used to characterize the seismic hazard. In probabilistic seismic hazard analysis

(PSHA), uncertainties in earthquake size, location and time of occurrence are explicitly

considered. Boore et al. (1993), McGuire (1978) and Duggal (1989) acceleration

14



attenuation expressions are used in the analysis. A four-step process (Reiter; 1990) is

adopted in analysis.

Nonlinear static pushover analysis of the selected structure is conducted using a

displacement-controlled approach that includes P-delta effects and strength degradation

of structural elements. This procedure requires that the applied lateral load be allowed to

drop (FEMA-273). This can be achieved by including strength degradation at the element

level and by limiting at cach stcp of the analysis the incremental displacement at one, or

more, key node(s) of the structure. The NSI' analysis should be stopped when the value of

global ductility obtained in the analysis becomes unattainable. For this purpose a

structural analysis software-Open Sees (Mazzoni et al 2005) is used. Open Sees (Open

System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation) is an object-oriented framework for finite

element analysis. A key feature of OpenSees is the interchangeability of coinponents and

the ability to integrate (Mazzoni et al 2005). Seismic performance of structures will be

cast in terms of fragility curves for structural limit states directly related to after

earthquake building occupancy status. A limit-state fragility curve provides the

conditional probability that the specified limit state will be reached or exceeded as a

function of the severity of the future ground motion. Coupling the fragility curves with

probabilistic seismic hazard analysis will permit assessments of the vulnerability of

seismically induced structure. Nonlinear static behavior of a specific building subjected to

incremental lateral loads is inferred from its nonlinear dynamic response expected for

different levels of ground motion severity. The uncertainty inherent in building response

and capacity for different ground motion levels due to variability in construction and to

uncertainty in structural evaluation process is used to obtain the desired fragility curves

for the different structural limit states.

The nonlinear static pushover analysis involves the monotonic application of incrimental

lateral forces or displacements to a model of the building until a target deformation is

reached. The lateral load is selected to follow a predetermined or adaptive pattern

(Kunnath and Balram, 1999) that approximately represents the inertial forces at the

locations of the signifieant masses. In this application the pushover analysis should

include element strength degradation and should be eondueted to failure, namely until

either severe lateral foree degradation or local loss of vertical capacity of at least one

structural eomponent (e.g., beam, eolumn, connection, ete.) are reached. The NSP (Non-

linear Statie Pushover) eurves expressed in terms of base shear versus roof drift (i.e., roof

15



displaccmcnt dividcd by thc hcight of the building) of the structure arc the main products

of the NSP analysis. The engineer identifies on the NSP curves the mtyor inelastic events

that occur in the structure along with associated roof dri ft levels. These major inelastic

events sometimes cause significant drops in the base shear or changes in the global

stiffness of the building which in turn translate into changes in slope of the NSP curve

These inelastic cvents are to be associated with specific damage slales. More formally,

the occurrence of thc /h major inelastic cvcnt (or a set of evcnts at approximately the same

defommtion level) idcntifies the 1~1damage slale. DSi. DSi is thereforc defined by (a) a roof drift

value, and (b) a detailed description of the structural damage associated with that event, including

whether any element has reached ultimate vertical capacity. A methodology on development

of fragility curves for R.C.C. frame structures has recently been prepared (Noar and Manzur

2005) by defining damage states in terms of roof drift value. This study describes damage

states in terms of structural damages. TIle damage description can be valuable to engineers to

compare with obscrvllhlc damage during the inspcetion of tl lileilily before deciding on the

possible building occupancy restriction after an earthquake.

A limit-state fragility curve provides the conditional probability that the specified

limit state will be reached or exceeded as a function of the severity of the future ground

motion. Fragility curves involve uncertainties associated with dynamic displacements

produced by different ground motion records, material properties, structure geometry,

structure modeling and analysis procedure. In Noor and Manzur (2005) a time consuming

methodology is used to construct fragility curves for RCC frame structures in

Bangladesh. In that method a structure is needed to be analyzed many times and the

method is time consuming. In this study a structure is needed to be analyzed three times

with three percentilc values for a particular parameter. Limit-state fragility analysis is

done by following the guideline stated in Bazzurro et al. (2004) and considering

uncertainty of three major structural parameters, concrete compressive strength, column

size and concrete cover. In this research work the limit statcs in fragilities are related to

loss of dynamic capacity.

1.4 SCOPE OF THE STUDY

Seismic hazard curves for Dhaka, Chittagong and Sylhet city are develped using McGuire

(1978), Duggal (1989) and Boore et al. (1993) acceleration attenuation relationship. Same

methodology can be used to develope hazard curves for other cities of Bangladesh.
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Seismic hazard maps of Bangladesh for differcnt probability of exceedence are

developed. The acceleration attenuation relationship used in the procedure are developed

for Japan and USA. The alluvium of Bangladesh may be considered same as that of

Japan. But the geologic and tectonic evidences are not similar.

Fragility curves of different limit states of a three storey RCC frame structure are

developed considering uncertainties in dynamic response and uncertainties in three

structural parameters, concrete compressive strength, column size and concrete cover.

The methodology can be used for any RCC frame structure. Other uncertainties inherent

in building response and capacity for different ground motion levels due to variability in

construction and structural evaluation process is also needed to be considered to obtain

the desired fragility curves. The methodology can also be used for steel building frame

structure with some changes in damage state identification. But this methodology is not

applicable to truss, tower, bridgc and masonry structurcs.

1.5 ORGANIZATION OF TI-IETHESIS

Thc thesis is organized to rcpresent and discuss the seismic hazard of Bangladesh and

performance of reinforced concrete frame structures against the hazard. Chapter one

introduces the study in which an overall idea of the work is presented. Chapter two is a

collection of literature on seismic hazard analysis and seismic performance assessment of

structures and the softwarc uscd in analysis. Chapter three describes the methodology

used in seismic hazard analysis of Bangladesh and finally seismic hazard curves for

Dhaka, Chittagong and Sylhet city and seismic hazard maps of Bangladesh are developed.

In chapter four limit states tagging criteria for Dhaka city is defined and fragility analysis

of a typical reinforced concrete frame structure is done. Chapter five contains findings in

the research work and recommendations for future studies.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 GENERAL

The assessment of the seismic performance of existing structures means prediction of the

post-earthquakc functionality of structures. The process is a crucial step in evaluating the

likelihood that the structure will not be able to provide facility after an earthquake and the

output will give a rational support to the engineer inspecting the facility after an

earthquake. Seismic performance of structures can be cast in terms of fragility curves for

structural limit states directly related to after earthquake structure occupancy status. A

limit-state fragility curve provides the conditional probability that the specified limit state

will be reached or exceeded as a function of the severity of the future ground motion.

Coupling the fragility curves with probabilistic seismic hazard analysis will permit

assessments of the vulnerability of seismically induced structure. The procedure

developed in this research work is, of course, of more general applicability. It is also

consistent with thc broadcr approach to Pcrlormancc-l3ascd Earthquakc Engineering put

forward by the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Center (e.g., Moehle and Deierlein, 2004).

2.2 SEISMIC I-IAZARD ANALYSIS

Seismic hazard analysis involves the quantitative estimation of ground-shaking hazards at

a particular site. That level of shaking is often described by a design ground motion,

which can bc characterized by design ground motion parametcrs. The specification of

design ground motion paramcters is one of the most difficult and most important

problems in geotechnical earthquake engineering. Much of the difficulty in design ground

motion specification results from its unavoidable reliancc on subjective decisions that

must be madc with incompletc or uncertain information. These decisions largely revolve

around the definition of the boundary between acceptable and excessive damage, and

uncertainty in the sizc, time, and location of future earthquakes. If very little damage is

acceptable, a rclatively strong Icvcl of shaking must bc dcsigned for, and the measures

required resisting that shaking can be quite expensive. If greater levels of damage are

tolerable, lower design levels of shaking may be considered and the resulting design will

be less expensive. Obviously, there are trade-offs between the short-term cost of

providing an earthquakc-resistant design and the potential long-term cost (which, for
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many structures, may never be realized) of earthquake-induced damage. Seismic hazards

may be analyzed deterministically, as when a particular earthquake scenario is assumed,

or probabilistically, in which uncertainties in earthquake size, location, and time of
occurrencc arc cxplicitly considercd.

2.2.1 Ground Motion Parameters (Kramer 2003)

Ground motion parameters are essential for describing the important characteristics of

strong ground motion in compact, quantitative form. Many parameters have been

proposed to characterize the amplitude, frequency content, and duration of strong ground

motions; some describe only one of these characteristics, while others may reflect two or
three.

Amplitude Parametcrs

The most common way of describing a ground motion is with a time history. The motion

parameter may be acceleration, velocity, or displacement, or all three may be displayed.

Typically, only one of these quantities is measured directly with the others computed

from it by integration and/or differentiation.

Peak Accelcl'ation

TIle most commonly used measure of the amplitude of a particular ground motion is the peak

horizontal acceleration (PHA). The PHA for a given component of motion is simply the

largest (absolute) value of horizontal acceleration obtained from the accelerometer of that

component. By taking the vector sum of two orthogonal components, the maximum resultant

PH/\ (the direction of which will usually not coincide WiUlcithcr of the measured components)

can be obtained. Horizontal accelerations have commonly bcen used to describe ground

motions because of their natural relationship to inertia! forces; indeed, thc largest dynanlic

forces induced in certain types of structures (i.e., very stiff structures) are closely related to the

PHA. The PHA can also be correlated to earthquake intensity (e.g., Trifunac and Brady,

1975a; Murphy and O'Brien, 1977; Krinitzsky and Chang, 1987). Although. this

correlation is h'lr from precise, it can be very useful for estimation of PHA when only intensity

information is available, 'IS in the cases of earthquakes that occurred before strong 1110tion

instruments were available (preinstrumental earthquakes). A number of intensity-acceleration

relationships have been proposed. The use of intensity-attcnuation relationships also allows
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estimation of the spatial variability of peak acceleration from the isoseismic maps of historical
earthquakcs.

Vertical accelerations have received less attention in earthquake engineering.than horizontal

accelerations, primarily because the margins of safety against gravity-induced, static vertical

forces in constructed works usually provide adequate resistance to dynamic forces induced by

vertical accelerations during earthquakes. For engineering purposes, the peak vertical

acceleration (PVA) is often assumed to be two-thirds of the PHA (Newmark and Hall,

1982). Thc ratio of PVA to PI-lA, howcvcr, has more reccntly becn observed to be quite

variable but generally to be greater than two-thirds near the source of moderate to large

earthquakes and less than two-thirds at large distances (Campbell, 1985; Abrahamson and

Litehiser, 1989). Peak vertical accelerations can be quite large; a PVA of I. 74g was mea-

sured between the Imperial and Brawley faults in the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake.

Ground motions with high peak accelerations are usually, but not always, more destructive than

motions with lowcr pcak accelerations. Very high peak accelcrations that last for only a very

short pcriod of timc may causc littlc damagc to many typcs or structures. A number of

earthquakes have produced peak accelerations in excess ofO.5g but caused no significant damage

to structures because the peak accelerations occurred at very high frequencies and the duration of

the earthquake was not long. Although peak acceleration is a very useful parameter, it provides .

no infOlmation on the frequcncy content or duration of the motion; consequently, it must be

supplemented by additional infonnation to characterize a ground motion accurately.

McGuire, 1978 (equation I); Duggal, 1989 (equation 2) and Boore et al. 1993 (equation 3)

acccleration attcnuation cxpression is uscd to predict PGA. Boore expression is developed

for rock and McGuire cxpression is developed for both rock and alluvium and Duggal

expression is developed for alluvium. Public Works Research Institute (PWRI) in Japan

proposes McGuire, 1978 and Duggal, 1989 acceleration attenuation expression for

alluvial soil. As bed soil of Bangladesh is alluvium McGuire and Duggal expression can

be applicable. Boore expression can be used with amplification factor for alluvium. The

controlling earthquake that is expected to produce the strongest level of shaking is

described in terms of its size (usually expressed as magnitude) and distance from the site.

The probability of occurrence of the controlling earthquake is assumed to be one at the

points in each source zone closest to the site and zero elsewhere. Peak ground

acceleration (PGA) is used to characterize the seismic hazarcl.

McGuire (1978) <leee1cr<llionallenu<llion expression (f'GA in g)



PGA = 0.0306e089M (.J R' + h' )"7 e-O.'S (I)

Where, S is chosen equal to 1.0 for alluvium.

Duggal (1989) acceleration attenuation expression (I'OA in cm/s2)

PGA = 227 x 10030RM(R + 30 t' (2)

Boore et al. (1993) acceleration attenuation expression (PGA in g)

Log(PGA)= b, +b,(M -6)+b3(M _6)' +b..)R' +h' +b,.log(.JR' +h')+b,G
h

+b
7
G
e
(3)

", h2 h). h.1 h5 h(1 "7 C" Ct- aIOl~/>(iA

-0.Q38 0.216 a a -0.777 0.158 0.254 a a 0.205

M = Surface magnitude of earthquake; R = Epicentral distance in km; h = Hypocentral

depth of earthquake in km = 30 km for Bangladesh.

Effective Design Acceleration.

The-notion of effective design acceleration, with different definitions, has been proposed

by at least two researchers. Since pulses of high acceleration at high frequencies induce

little response in most structures, Benjamin and Associates (1988) proposed that an

effective design acceleration be taken as the peak acceleration that remains after filtering

out accelerations above 8 to 9 Hz. Kennedy (1980) proposed that the effective design

acceleration be 25% greater than the third highest (absolute) peak acceleration obtained
from a filtered time history.

Response Spectra

The response spectrum describes the maximum response of a single-degree-of-freedom

(SDOr) system to a particular input motion as a function of the natural frequency (or

natural period) and damping ratio of the SDOr system. The shapes of typical response

spectra indicate that peak spectral acceleration, velocity, and displacement values are

associated with different frequencies (or periods). At low frequencies the average spectral

displacement is nearly constant; at high frequencies the average spectral acceleration is

fairly constant. In between lays a range of nearly constant spectral velocity. Because of

this behavior, response spectra are often divided into acceleration-controlled (high-
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frequency), velocity-controlled (intermediate-frequency) and displacement-contnilled
(low-frequency) portions.

Elastic response spectra assume linear structural force-displacement behavior. For many

real structures, however, inelastic behavior may be induced by earthquake ground

motions. An inelastic response spectrum (i.e., onc that corresponds to a nonlinear force-

displacement relationship, can be used to account for the effects of inelastic behavior.

Spectral accelerations decrease with increasing ductility, but total displacements increase.

Response spectra reOect strong ground motion characteristics indirectly, since they are

"filtered" by the response of a SDOF structure. The amplitude, frequency content, and to

a lesser extent, duration of the input motion all influence spectral values. It is important to

remember that response spectra represent only the maximum responses of a number of

different structures. However, the response of structures is of great importance in

earthquake engineering, and the response spectrum has proven to be an important and

useful tool for characterization of strong ground motion. Application of response spectra

for dynamic analysis of structure in Bangladesh is described in Art. 2.5.7 of Part 6 of

BNBC 1993. Fig. 6.2.11 of BNBC 1993 shows the Normalized Response Spectra for 5%

Damping Ratio. Figure 1 shows normalized response spectra proposed in NEHRP 1991.
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Figure I Normalized Response Specll'a Recommended fOI' use in Bnilding Codes (NEHRP,

1991); soil profile types are as described in NEHRP 1991
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2.2.2 Identification and Evaluation of Earthquake Sources (Kramer 2003)

To evaluate seismic hazards for a particular site or region, all possible sources of seismic

activity must bc idcntiliccl and thcir potcntial lor gcncrating l'uturc strong ground motion

evaluated. Identification of seismic sources requires some detective work; nature's clues,

some of which arc obvious and others quite obscure, must be observed and interpreted.

The availability of modern seismographs and seismographic networks has made

observation and interpretation of current earthquakes rather convenient. The occurrence

of a large earthquake is now recorded by hundreds of seismographs around the world.

Within hours, seismologists are able to determine its magnitude, locate its rupture surface,

and even evaluate source parameters. In the 1990s, it is virtually impossible for a

significant earthquake anywhere in the world to go undetected. The current ability to

identify and locate all eaI1hquake sources is a relatively recent development, particularly

when compared with the time scales on which large earthquakes usually occur. The fact

that no strong motions have been instrumentally recorded in a particular area does not

guarantee that they have not occurred in the past or that they will not occur in the future.

In the absence of an instrumental seismic record, other clues of earthquake activity must

be uncovered. These may take the form of geologic and tectonic evidence, or historical
(preinstrumental) seismicity.

Geologic Evidence

The theory of plate tectonics assures us that the occurrence of earthquakes is written in

the geologic record, primarily in the form of offsets, or relative displacements, of various

strata. Study of thc gcologic rccord of past earthquake activity is called paleoseismology

(Wallace, 1981). In some parts of the world, this geologic record is easily accessible and

relatively easily interpreted by the trained seismic geologist. In other locations, however,

the geologic record may be very complex or it may be hidden by thick layers of recent

sediments that have not been displaced by seismic activity. The identification of seismic

sources from geologic evidence is a vital, though often difficult part of a seismic hazard

analysis. Thc scarch for gcologic cvidcncc of carthquakc sourccs centers on the

idcntification of f~llJits.A v~lricty of tools and tcchniqucs arc availablc to thc gcologist,

including the review of published literature; interpretation of air photos and remote

sensing (e.g., infrared photograph) imagery; field reconnaissance including logging of

trenches; test pits and borings; and geophysical techniques. Criteria for identification of
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faults are described in numerous textbooks on structural geology, field geology and
geomorphology (Adair, 1979).

Tectonic Evidence

Plate tectonics and elastic rebound theory tell us that earthquakes occur to relieve the

strain energy that accumulates as plates move rclative to each other. The rate of

movement, therefore, should be related to the rate of strain energy accumulation and also

to the rate of strain energy release (Smith, 1976; Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1979;

Idriss, 1985). For major subduction zones, Ruff and Kanamori (I980) related maximum

magnitude to both the rate of convergence and the age of the subducted slab according to

Mw = - 0.0089T+ 0.134V+ 7.96

Where T is the age in millions of years and V is the rate of convergence in cm/yr. I-Ieaton

and Kanamori (I984) used this relationship to suggest that the Cascadia subduction zone

off the coasts of Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia could be capable of

generating great earthquakes of magnitude well above 8. Subsequently, geologic evidence

of historical great earthquakes was discovered (e.g., Atwater, 1987; Atwater et a!., 1987)

along the coasts of Washington and Oregon.

Historical Seismicity

Earthquake sources may also be identified from records of historical (preinstrumental)

seismicity. The written historical record extends back only a few hundred years or less in

the United States; in Japan and the Middle East it may extend about 2000 years and up to

3000 years or so in China (Ambraseys, 1971, 1978; Alien, 1975; Bolt, 1988). Historical

accounts of ground-shaking effects can be used to confirm the occurrence of past

earthquakes and to estimate their geographic distributions of intensity. When sufficient

data arc availablc, the maximum intensity can bc detcrmincd and uscd to estimate the

location of the earthquake epicenter and the magnitude of the event. Although the

accuracy of locations determined in this way depends strongly on population density and

the rate of earthquake recurrence, a geographic pattern of historic epicenters provides

strong evidence for the existence of earthquake source zones. Since historical records are

dated, they can also be used to evaluate the rate of recurrence of earthquakes, or
seismicity. in particular areas.
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Instrumental Seismicity

Over the past 80 or 90 years, about 10 earthquakes of Ms > I have occurred somewhere

in the world each year (Kanamori, 1988). Instrumental records from large earthquakes

have been available since about 1900, although many from before 1960 are incomplete or

of uneven quality. Nevertheless, instrumental recordings represent the ,best available

information for the identif1cation and evaluation of earthquake sources. Their most

signif1cant limitation is the short period of time, compared with the average period of

time between large earthquakes, for which they have been available. Again, the alignment

of instrumentally located epicenters or hypocenters indicates the existence of earthquake.

sources. Analysis of aftershocks can also aid in the delineation of earthquake source
zones.

2.2.3 Deterministic Seismic Hazard Analysis (Kramer 2003)

In the early years of geotechnical earthquake engineering, the use of deterministic seismic

hazard analysis (OSHA) was prevalent. A OSHA involves the development of a

particular seismic scenario upon which a ground motion hazard evaluation is based. The

scenario consists of the postulated occurrence of an ear1hquake of a specif1ed size

occurring at a specif1ed location. A typical OSHA can bc described as a four-step process
(Reiter, 1990) consisting of:

1. Identif1cation and characterization of all earthquake sources capable of producing

signif1cant ground motion at the site. Source characterization includes definition

of each source's geometry (the source zone) and earthquake potentia!'

2. Selection of a source-to-site distance parameter for each source zone. In most

OSHAs, the shortest distance between the source zone and the site of interest is

selected. The distance may be expressed as an epicentral distance or hypocentral

distance, depending on the measure of distance of the predictive relationship(s)
used in the following step.

3. Selection of the controlling earthquake (i.e., the earthquake that is expected to

produce the strongest level of shaking), generally expressed in terms of some

ground motion parameter, at the site. The selection is made by comparing the

levels or shaking produced by earthquakes (idenli lied in step 1) assumed to occur

at the distances identified in step 2, The controlling earthquake is described in

terms of its size (usually expressed as magnitude) and distance from the site.
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4. The hazard at the site is formally defined, usually in terms of the ground motions

produced at the site by the controlling earthquake. Its characteristics are usually

described by one or more ground motion parameters obtained from predictive

relationships. Peak acceleration, peak velocity, and response spectrum ordinates

arc commonly used to characterize the seismic hazard.

The DSHA procedure is shown schematically in Figure 2. Expressed in these four

compact steps, DSHA appears to be a very simple procedure, and in many respects it is.

When applied to structures for which lililure could have catastrophic consequences, such

as nuclear power plants and large dams, DSHA provides a straightforward framework for

evaluation of worst-case ground motions. However, it provides no information on the

likelihood of occurrence of the controlling earthquake, the likelihood of it occurring

where it is assumed to occur, the level of shaking that might be expected during a finite

period of time (such as the useful lifetime of a particular structure or facility), or the

effects of uncertainties in the various steps required to compute the resulting ground

motion charactcristics. Perhaps most important, DSHA involves subjective decisions,

particularly regarding earthquake potential (step 1), that can require the combined

expertise and opinions of seismologists, seismic geologists, engineers, risk analysts,

economists, social scientists, and government officials.
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Figure 2 Four steps of a deterministic seismic hazard analysis

2.2.4 Probabilistic Seismic I-Iazard Analysis (Kramer 2003)

In the pas 120 to 30 years the use of probabilistic concepts has allowed uncertainties in the

size, location, and rate of recurrence of earthquakes and in the variation of ground motion

characteristics with earthquake size and location to be explicitly considered in the evalua-

tion of seismic hazards. Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSI-IA) provides a frame-

work in which these unccrtainties can be identified, quantified, and combined in a rational

manner to provide a more complete picture of the seismic hazard. Understanding the

concepts and mechanics of PSHA requires familiarity with some of the terminology and

basic concepts of probability theory. The PSHA methodology described in this section is

similar in many respects to the well-established methods developed by Cornell (1968),

and Algermissen et al. (1982). The PSHA can also be described as a procedure of four

steps (Reiter, 1990), each of which bear some degree of similarity to the steps of the

DSHA procedure, as illustrated in figure 4.6.
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I. The first step, identification and characterization of earthquake sources, is

identical to the first step of the DSHA, except that the probability distribution of

potential rupture locations within the source must also be characterized. In most

cases, uniform probability distributions are assigned to each souree zone, implying

that earthquakes are equally likely to occur at any point within the source zone.

These distributions arc then combined with the source geometry to obtain the

corresponding probability distribution of source-to-site distance. The DSHA, on

the other hand, implicitly assumes that the probability of Occurrence is 1 at the

points in each source zone closest to the site, and zero elsewhere.

,'.2. Next, the seismicity or temporal distribution of earthquake recurrence must be

characterized. A recurrence relationship, which specifies the average rate at'

which an earthquake of some size will be excceded, is used to characterize the

seismicity of each source zone. The recurrence relationship may accommodate the

maximum size earthquake, but it does not limit consideration to that earthquake,
as DSI-IAs often do.

3. The ground motion produced at the site by earthquakes of any possible size

occurring at any possible point in each source zone must be determined with the

use of predictive relationships. The uncertainty inherent in the predictive
relationship is also considered in a PSHA.

4. Finally, the uncertainties in earthquake location, earthquake size, and ground

motion parameter prediction are combined to obtain the probability that the

ground motion parameter will be exceeded during a particular time period.

The ground motion produced at the site by earthquakes of any possible size occurring at

any possiblc point in cach source zonc is determined with thc usc of attcnuation

expression. The uncertainty inhercnt in thc prcdictive rclationship is also considered.

Finally, the uncertainties in earthquake location, earthquake size, and ground motion

parameter prediction are combined to obtain the probability that the ground motion

parameter (PGA is used as the parameter in this study) will be exceeded during a

particular time period. The proper performance of a PSHA requires careful attention to

thc problems of source charactcrization and ground motion parameter prediction and to
thc mcclwilies of the prnb:d,iiity comput:ltiolls.
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Figure 3 Four steps of a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis

2.2.5 Earthquake Source Characterization (Kramer 2003)

Characterization of an earthquake source requires consideration of the spatial characteris-

tics of the source and of the distribution of earthquakes within that source, of the

distribution of earthquake size for each source, and of the distribution of earthquakes with

time. Each of these characteristics involves some degree of uncertainty.

Spatial Unccrtainty

The geometries of earthquake sources depend on the tectonic processes involved in their

formulation. Earthquakes associated with volcanic activity, for example, generally

originate in zones near the volcanoes that are small enough to allow them to be

characterized as point sources. Well-defined fault planes, on which carthquakes can occur

at many di fferent locations, can be considered as two-dimensional area sources. Areas

where earthquake mechanisms are poorly defined, or where faulting is so extensive as to

prccludc distinction bctwccn individulll Iillllts, Clln bc trclltcd ~lS thrcc-dimcnsional
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volumetric sources. For the purposes of a seismic hazard analysis, the source zones may

be similar to or somewhat different than the actual source, depending on the relative

geometry of the source and site of interest and on the quality of information about the
sourccs.

Earthquakes arc usually assumed to be uniformly distributed within a particular source

zone (Le., earthquakes are considered equally likely to occur at any location). The

assumption of uniformity is by no means required; nonuniform distributions may be used

when sufficient information to justify them exists. A uniform distribution within the

source zone does not, however, often translate into a uniform distribution of source-to-site

distance. Since predictive relationships express ground motion parameters in terms of

some measure of source-to-site distance, the spatial uncertainty must be described with

respect to the appropriate distance parameter. The uncertainty in source-to-site distance

can be described by a probability density function.

For the point source of Figurc 4a, the distance, R. is known to be r,; consequently, the

probability that R = r.,- is assumcd to bc J and thc probability that R t ''s, zero. Other cases

arc not as simple. For thc lincar sourcc of Figul'c 4b, thc probability that an earthquake

occurs on the small segmcnt of the fault bctwecn L = I and L = I + ell is the same as the

probability that it occurs between R = rand R = r + elr; that is,

Where fi(!) and .!Jlr) are the probability density functions for the variables Land R,
respectively. Consequently

If earthquakes are assumed to uniformly distributed over the length of the fault,

AU) = IlL} Since I' = r' -l;~;" the probability density function of R is given by

For source zoncs with more complex geometries, it is casier to evaiuateli,(r) by numerical

rather than analytical methods. For example, dividing the irregular source zone of

Figurc 4c into a large number of discrete elements of equal area, a histogram that

approximates.!J,(r) can be constructed by tabulating the values of R that correspond to the
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center of each element. The shape of the probability distribution can be visualized by

considering the relative portions of the source zone that would fall between each of a

series of circles (or spheres for three-dimensional problems) with equal differences in

radius
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Figure 4 Examples of variations of source-tn-site distance for different source
zone geometries.

The preceding discussion assumes that all the energy is released at the hypocenter of the

earthquake. However, energy is released over the entire fault rupture surface, parts of

which may be much closer to the site than the hypocenter. Der-Kiureghian and Ang

(1977) noted that the rupture surface of a large earthquake with a distant hypocenter could

release energy much closer to the site, and developed methods to account for rupture

surface dimensions in PSHA.

Size Uncertainty

Once an earthquake source is identified and its corresponding source zone characterized,

the seismic hazard analyst's attention is turned toward evaluation of the sizes of earth-

quakes that thc source zonc can be cX[lectcd to producc. All source zones have a

maximum earthquake magnitude that cannot be cxceeded; it can be large for some and

small for others. In general, the source zone will produce earthquakes of different sizes up

to the maximum earthquake, with smaller earthquakes occurring more frequently than

larger ones. The strain energy may be released aseismically, or in the foml of

earthquakes. The distribution of earthquake sizes in a given period of time is described by

a recurrence law. A basic assum[ltion of PSI-IA is that the recurrence Jaw obtained from

past scismicity is appropriate for the [lrcdiction of future scismicity.
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Temporal Uncertainty

To calculate thc probabilities of various hazards occurring in a given time pcriod, the dis-

tribution or carthquakc occurrcncc with respect to time must be considered,", Earthquakes

have long been assumed to occur randomly with time, and in fact, e)(amination of

available seismicity records has revealed little evidence (when aftershocks are removed)

of temporal patterns in earthquake recurrence. The assumption of random occurrence

allows the use of simple probability models.

2.2.6 Gutenberg-Richter Recurrence Law

Gutenberg and Richter (1944) gathered data for southern California earthquakes over a

period of many years and organized the data according to the number of earthquakes that

exceeded different magnitudes during that time period. They divided the number of

exceedances of each magnitude by the length of the time period to define a mean annual

rate of exceedance. Xm of an earthquake of magnitude m. As would be expected, the

mcan annual rate of exceedance of small earthquakes is greater than that of large

earthquakcs. Thc reciprocal of thc annual rate of exccedancc for a particular magnitude is

commonly referred to as the return period of earthquakes exceeding that magnitude.

When the logarithm of the annual rate of exceedance of southern California earthquakes

was plotted against earthquake magnitude, a linear relationship was observed. The

resulting Gutenberg-Richter law for earthquake recurrence was expressed as

10gA",= a-bm

Where A", is the mean annual rate of excecdancc or magnitude m. 10" is the mcan yearly

numbcr of earthquakcs of magnitudc greatcr than or equal to zcro, and b (the b value)

describes the relative likelihood of large and small earthquakes. The Gutenberg-Richter

law is illustrated schematically in Figure Sa. As the h value increases, the number of

larger magnitude earthquakes decreases compared to those of smaller magnitudes. The

Gutenberg-Richter law is not restricted to the use of magnitude as a descriptor of

earthquake size; epieentral intensity has also been used. Worldwide recurrence data are
shown in Figurc Sb.

The a and b parameters are generally obtained by regression on a database of seismicity

from the source zone of interest. Unless the source zone is extremely active, the database

is likely to be relatively sparse. Since the use of both instrumental and historical events is

usually required, the database may contain both magnitude (possibly based on different
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scales) and intensity data, necessitating the conversion of one measure of size to the other.

In some areas, the record of seismicity may be distorted by the presence of dependent

events such as aftershocks and foreshocks (Merz and Cornell, 1973). Although such

dependent events can cause significant damage, a PSHA is intended to evaluate the

hazard from discrete, independent releases of seismic energy. Therefore, dependent

events must be removed from the seismicity database and their effects accounted for in

separate analyses. Completeness of the database must also be considered. The historical

record is usually more complete for large earthquakes than for small earthquakes; small

earthquakes can go undetected for a variety of physical and demographic reasons. Fitting

a straight line such as that implied by the Gutenberg-Richter law through recurrence data

in which the mean rate of exceedance of small earthquakes is underestimated will tend to

flattcn the line. As a result, thc actual mean ratc of small earthquakes will be

underpredicted and the mean rate of large earthquakes will be overpredicted. Different

methods have been proposed (Stepp, 1972; Weichert, 1980; EPRI, 1986) to correct
incomplete records.
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The standard Gutenberg-Richter recurrence law may also be expressed as

InA", =a-fJm

Where a = 2.303a and ~ = 2.303b. The equation shows that the Gutenberg-Richter law

implies that earthquake magnitudes arc exponentially distributed. The standard

Gutenberg-Richter law covers an infinite range of magnitudes, from -00 to+oo. For

engineering purposes, the effects of very small earthquakes are of little interest and it is

common to disregard those that are not capable of causing significant damage. If

earthquakes smaller than a lower threshold magnitude mo are eliminated, the mean annual

rate of exceedance can be written (McGuirc and Arabasz, 1990) as

m>mo

Where II= e(a-Pm,,).

In most PSHAs, the lower threshold magnitude is set at values from about 4.0 to 5.0 since

magnitudes smaller than that seldom cause significant damage. The resulting probability

distribution of magnitude for the Gutenberg-Richter law with lower bound can be

expressed in terms of the cumulative distribution/unction (CDF):

A -AFM(m)=P[M<mnM>mo]- //In //I l_e-/3(III-m(l)
Amu

or the probability density function (PDF):

At the other end of the magnitude scale, the standard Gutenberg-Richter law predicts

nonzero mean rates of exeeedance for magnitudes up to infinity. This implies, for

example, that the Cireumpacific belt (Figure 5b), would produce a magnitude 10

earthquake at a mean annual exceedanee rate of about 0.02 per year (a return period of

only 50 years), even though earthquakes of that size have never been observed. Some

maximum magnitude, III""", is associated with all source zoncs. If it is known or can be

estimated, the mean annual rate of exceedance can be expressed (McGuire and Arabasz,

1990) as

l-p(m-IIIIlJJ 1-IJ(lIIn~,,-lIIu)1e -eA = 11---- _
11/ l-ei-II(III",,,,-IIIII)]
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In the constant moment rate model, increasing thc maximum magnitude requires a

substantial decrease in the mean annual rate of exceedance of lower magnitude events to

account for the extra energy released in large earthquakes. Since the seismic moment is

proportional to the amount of slip (displacement) that occurs in an earthquake, the

moment rate is proportional to the slip rate. Hence the constant-moment-rate model is

equivalent to a constant-slip-rate model and can be used when the slip rate is known to be

constant. The extent to which actual slip rates vary with time, however, appears to be dif-

ferent for different faults and can even fluctuate with time along the same fault. The cor

and PDr for the Gutenberg-Richter law with upper and lower bounds can be expressed as

I [-p("'-"',,)]
F" (m) = P[M < m n mo ::;m ::;m",,,] - I_-ef-p(",,,,,,-m,,l]

!3el-fi(m-ll/u)]

fA! (m) = I [-II(m"",-m"li-e

2.2.7 Predictive Relationships

Predictive relationships arc nearly always obtained empirically by least-squares

regression on a particular set of strong motion parameter data. Despite attempts to remove

questionable data and the usc of quality-based weighting schemes, some amount of

scatter in the data is inevitable. The scatter results from randomness in the mechanics of

rupture and from variability and heterogeneity of the source, travel path and site

conditions. Scatter in the data can be quantified by confidence limits (Campbell, 1985) or

by the standard deviation of the predicted parameter. Reflecting the form of most

predictive relationships, the standard deviation of the (natural) logarithm of the predicted

parameter is usually computed. This considerable uncertainty must be accounted for in

computation of seismic hazards. The probability that a particular ground motion

parameter Y exceeds a certain value, y*, for an emthquake of a given magnitude, m,

occurring at a given distance, r, is given by

p[Y>y*1 m,r) = I-FyCY*)

Where Fy (y) is the value of the cor of Yat m and r, The value of Fy (y) depends on the

probability distribution used to represent Y In general, ground motion parameters are

usually assumcd to be lognormally distributcd (thc logarithm of the paramcter is normally

distributed); however, the unbounded characteristics of that distribution can attribute a

nonzero probability to unrealistic values of the ground motion parameter. ror example, a
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hypothetical PHA attenuation relationship that predicts a mean PHA' of 0.5g with

0',,,, = 0.5 would imply a 0.06% probability that the PI-IA would exceed 2.5g. The uses of

distributions that impose an upper limit on Y have been studied by Kulkarni ct al. (1979),
Bender (1984), and Zcmell (1984).

2.2.8 Poisson Model

The temporal occurrence of earthquakes is most commonly described by a Poisson

model. The Poisson model provides a simple framework for evaluating probabilities of

events that follow a Poisson process, one that yields values of a random variable

describing the number of occurrences of a particular event during a given time interval or

in a specified spatial region. Since PSHAs deal with temporal uncertainty, the spatial

applications of the Poisson model will not be considered further. Poisson processes
possess the following properties:

I. The number of occurrences in one time interval is independent of the number that
occurs in any other time interval.

2. The probability of occurrence during a very short time interval is proportional to the
length of the time interval.

3. The probability of more than one occurrence during a very short time interval is
negligible.

These properties indicate that the events of a Poisson process occur randomly, with no

"memory" of the time, size, or location of any preceding event. For a Poisson process, the

probability of a random variable N. representing the number of occurrences of a particular
event during a given time interval is given by

II -It
P[N = nJ- JI e

n!

Where ~lis the average number of occurrences of the event in that time interval. The time

between events in a Poisson process can be shown to be exponentially distributed. To

characterize the temporal distribution of earthquake reeurrencc for PSI-IA purposes, the
Poisson probability is usually expressed as



Where A, is the average rate of occurrence of the event and I is the time period of interest.

Note that the probability of occurrence of at least one event in a period of time I is given
by

P[N?:l] = P[N=l] + P[N=2] + P[N=3] +.....+ P[N =00] = 1 - P[N == 0] = 1 - e-J1

When the event of interest is the excecdanee of a particular carthquake magnitude, the

Poisson model can be combined with a suitable recurrence law to predict the probability

of at least one exceedance in a period of I years by the expression

P[N?:l] = I - e-J,.,I

2.2.9 Probability Computations

The results of a PSI-IA can be expressed in many different ways. All involve some level

of probabilistic computations to combine the uncertainties in earthquake size, location,

frequency, and effects to estimate seismic hazards. A common approach involves the

development of seismic hazard curves, which indicate the annual probability of

exceedance of different values of a selected ground motion parameter. The seismic hazard

curvcs can then be used to compute the probability of exceeding the selected ground

motion parameter in a spccified period of time.

2.2. I0Seismic Hazard Curves

Seismic hazard curves can be obtained for individual source zones and combined to

express thc aggregate hazard at a particular site. The basic concept of the computations

required for development of seismic hazard curves is fairly simple. The probability of

exceeding a particular valuc, y*, of a ground motion parametcr, Y, is calculated for one

possiblc carthquake at one possiblc sourcc location and then multiplied by the probability

that that particular magnitude earthquake would 'occur at that particular location. The

process is then repeated for all possible magnitudes and locations with the probabilities of

each summed. The required calculations are described in the following paragraphs.

For a given earthquake occurrence, the probability that a ground motion parameter Y will

exceed a particular value y* can be computed us'ing the total probability theorem, that is,

P[Y>y*] = P[Y>y* I X]l'[XJ = fp[y > y*: X]fx(X)dx
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Where X is a vector of random variables that influence Y. In most cases the quantities in X

are limited to the magnitude, M, and distance, R. Assuming that M and R are independent
the probability of exceedance can be written as

P[Y>y*] = J J P [Y > y * \m , I' ]1M (m )/" (I' )dmdr

Where P[Y>y* I m,r] is obtained from the predictive relationship and 1M (m) and /,,(1')
are the probability density functions for magnitude and distance, respectively. If the site

of interest is in a region of N, potential earthquake sources, each of which has an average

rate of threshold magnitude exceedance, v, [= e(a,-flm,,) J, the total average exceedance rate
for the region will be given by

N,~

~Y' = Iv; J fp[y > y*lm,rlht;(m)/'u(r)dmdr
1=1

The individual components of the equation are, for virtually all realistic PSHAs,

sufficiently complicated that the integrals cannot be evaluated analytically. Numerical

integration, which can be performed by a variety of different techniques, is therefore

required. One approach, used here for simplicity rather than efficiency, is to divide the

possible ranges of magnitude and distance into NM and NR segments, respectively. The

average exceedance rate can then be estimated by

~Y' = t~:i>;p[y> y*h,r, lrM' (1I1J/", (1',)'\111"'1'
1=1 1=1 k=1

Where

1111= 1110+ (j - 0.5X1l1",,, -1110)/ N M

rk = r.llin + (k - 0.5Xr;nax - rl11in )/ NI(

Am = (mm<lx - n1o)/ Nm

IJ..r = (r111<1:'< - rmin )/ lVu

This is equivalent to assuming that each source is capable of generating only N,II different

earthquakes of magnitude, 1111,at only Nfl different source-la-site distances, rl. This
Equation is then equivalent to



The accuracy of the crude numerical integration procedure described a~ove increases

with increasing NM and Nfl. More refined methods of numerical integration will provide

greater accuracy at the same values of NM and NK.

2.3 DEVELOPMENT OF FRAGILITY CURVES

A limit-state fragility curve provides the conditional probability that the specified limit

state will be reached or exceeded as a function of the severity of the future ground motion

(Bazzurro et al. 2004). The limit states in fragilities are related to structure functionality

status and may be defincd as global drift ratio, interstory drift ratio, maximum roof

displacement, story shear force or loss of dynamic capacity. The ground motion

intensities in the fragility functions can be spectral quantities, peak ground motion values,

earthquake intensities etc. Fragility curves involve uncertainties associated with dynamic

displacements produced by different ground motion records (even though they have same

intensity value), material properties, structure geometry, structure modeling and analysis
procedure.

2,3.1 Limit States (I3azzurro et al. 2004)

The five limit states identified in increasing order of damage severity are:

Green tag, G: the structure is deemed fit for immediate occupancy.

Onset of Damage, OD: FEMA 356 and HAZUS manual define the onset of significant

nonlincar behavior (Immediate Occupancy in FEMA 356 and Slight Damage in HAZUS)

for different types of structures. No limitations on post-earthquake access are implied by
this limit state.

Yellow tag, Y: the structure is deemed fit for restricted occupancy. The access is limited

to specialized personnel only, until detailed cngineering evaluation is completed.

Red tag, R: the structure is deemed unsafe. Access is not allowed until completion of

detailed engineering evaluation, retrofit or rebuilding.

Collapse, C: the structure has collapsed or is on the vcrge of global instability or local
collapse.

Hcnce, the onset of damage limit state lies within the green tag state boundaries while the

collapse state is, of course, the most sevcre stage of thc rccl tag condition.
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2.3.2 Performance Based Engineering and Probabilistic Safety Assessment

Performance-based engineering (PBE) is a new paradigm for seismic risk reduction

across regions or interconnccted systems (Abrams, 2002). In I'BE, thc risk to a distributed

infrastructure systems is quantified, evaluated and managed through an assessment and

selective intervention process aimed at selected components of that system. This process

enables the benefits of alternate seismic risk mitigation strategies to be assessed in terms

of their impact on the performance of the built environment during a. spectrum of

earthquake hazards and on the affected population. It is clear that components and

systems that arc dominant contributors to risk should receive the focus of attention in the

assessment process underlying PBE. These dominant contributors can be identified

through the formalism of a probabilistic safety assessment, or PSA. A PSA is a structured

framework for evaluating uncertainty, performance and reliability of an engineered

system, and accordingly must play a central role in PBE. It is distinguished from

traditional deterministic approaches to safety assurance by its focus on why and how the

system might fail and by its explicit treatment of uncertainties, both in the phenomena

and in the analytical tools uscd to model them. One begins the PSA process by identifying

limit states (LS), or conditions in which the system ceases to perform its intended

functions in some way. In a (narrow) structural engineering sense, such limit states for

specific structural components and systems may be either strength or deformation-related.

With the limit states identified, the limit state probability can be expressed as,

P{LSJ = I P{LSID = dJ P{D = dJ (4)

In which D is a random variable (or random vector) describing the intensity of the

demand on the system, and P{LS/D = dJ is the conditional limit state probability, given

that D = d, and the summation is taken over all possible values of D. The probability

P{D=dJ defines the hazard and can be obtained from probabilistic hazard analysis. The

variable d is denoted the "control" or "interface" variable. The conditional probability,

P{LS/D = dJ = FR(.,), is the fragility. The fragility of a component or system defines the

conditional probability of its attaining or exceeding a performance limit state, which may

range from loss of function to incipient collapse, given the occurrence of a particular

operational or environmental demand. In a system of different environment limit states

can be gcneralizcd kccping cqual safety or equal probability of the demand for the same

limit state.
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2.3.3 Fragility Curve

As noted above, fragility (or vulnerability) can be described in terms of the conditional

probability of a systcm reaching a prescribed limit state (LS) for a given system demand

D = d. or probability 01" demand !'(LS/D = d). Limit states related to structural behavior

range from unserviceability to various degrecs of damage including incipient collapse.

Demands can be in the form of maximum force, displacement caused by earthquake

ground motions, or more generally a prescribed intensity measure of the ground motion,

over a given period of time. Expressed in this general manner, the fragility (or

vulnerability) is a function of the system capacity against each limit state as well as the

uncertainty in the capacity. Thc capacity controls the central location of the Fragility

Curve (FC) and unccrtainty in the capacity and uncertainty in response of the structure to

the demand controls the shape (or dispersion) of the FC (Figure 6). For a deterministic

system with no capacity uncertainty, the FC is a step function. Strictly speaking, FC is

primarily a property of the system dependent on the limit state.
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Figure 6 Typical fragility curves

2.3.4 Limit State Probability

To tic the vulnerability of a given system to the seismicity of the region, the seismic

hazard needs to be included in the consideration. The vulnerability needs to be described

in terms of probability of a set of given limit states being reached of a system at a given.
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location over a given period of time (I). Knowing the fragility curve, the limit state (LS)

probability over the time period, 1 (P. I) ean be evaluated from Equation 4.

p,(LS)= f(r(LSID = d)j;,(d))1D (5)

In which fD(d) = the probability density function of the demand over a time period, I,

depending on the regional seismicity and ground excitation. In other words, through

Equation 5 the fragility curve and the probabilistic demand curve are combined.

2.3.5 Fragility Analysis of Structures

The Guidelines of Bazzurro et al. 2004 for seismic assessment of structures uses the

knowledge of the nonlinear static behavior of a specific structure subjected to incremental

lateral deflection to infer its nonlinear dynamic response expected for different levels of

ground motion sevcrity. Quantitative measures of the implied degradation in structure

safety is used to associate each of several post-earthquake structural damage states with

an appropriate post-earthquake structural limit state that may imply some degree of

occupancy restrictions (c.g., yellow or red tagging). These restrictions dictate the facility

effectiveness of the structure in the immediate aftermath of an earthquake and provide

valuable information to estimate expected downtime. A unique aspect of this procedure is

that the structure safety while in a damaged state is measured in terms of its ability to

protect occupants from death or injury due to aftershocks that might occur prior to its

repair. The mainshock damage may cause either

>- Decreased global lateral collapse capacity,

>- Decreased seismic capacity with respect to loss of vertical rcsistancc, locally or more

widely, to gravity and live loads.

The uncertainty inherent in building response and capacity for different ground motion

levels due to variability in construction and to uncertainty in structural evaluation process

is used to obtain the desired fragility curves for the different structural limit states. The

procedure as described in Bazzurro ct al. 2004 has six stcps:

STEP 1: Nonlinear Static Procedure (NSP) for the intact Structure

A conventional nonlinear static procedure (NSP) analysis (also known as static pushover,

SPO) of the selected structure (in each orthogonal direction) is conducted in the as-is

condition using a displacement-controlled approach that includes P-delta effects and

strength degradation of structural clemcnts. This proccdure requires that the applied



lateral load be allowed to drop (FEMA-273). This can be achieved by including strength

degradation at the element level and by limiting at each step of the analysis the

incremental displacement at one, or more, key node(s) of the structure. Increase the

deformation until either the structure base shear has significantly dropped (e.g., to 20% or

30% or less) compared to its peak value or until at lcast onc of thc structural elements or

connections has reached its ultimate capacity to withstand vertical loads even in absence

of any future ground shaking. The NSP analysis should also be stopped when the value of

global ductility obtained in the analysis becomes unattainable in reality. Important

damage states along the displacement axis of the NSP curve(s) is identified.

STEP 2: NSP fOI' the damaged Structure

For each of the damage states that do not include loss of local vertical capacity (STEP I),

conduct analogous NSP analyscs assuming the structure is in that damage condition after

the mainshock. These results will be used (STEP 3) to estimate the residual (dynamic)

capacity to resist aftershocks and hence the relative life safety threat of the building when
in one of these potential states.

STEP 3: Inferring dynamic response from static response.

Each of the intact structure's two NSP curves (STEP I) is converted into estimates of the

peak dynamic displacement (and, hence, post-earthquake damage state) expected under a

range of potential (mainshock) ground motions, using the SP02IDA spreadsheet tool

provided (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 200 I b). This step computes the incremental dynamic

analysis (IDA) curve for the intact structure in each direction. The ordinate of the highest

point on the IDA provides the (dynamic) capacity of the intact building, which is

expressed here in terms of (median) ground motion levelneccssary to inducc either global

latcral instability of the structure or local collapse anywhere in the structure.

STEP 4: Occupancy Status for Damaged Structure.

Each potential damage state is categorized with no loss of local vertical capacity as one of

the following five structural limit states: green-tag, onset-of-damage, yellow-tag, red-tag,

or collapse. The tagging is based on the corresponding residual capacities' identified in

STEP 3 and on the (site-specific) mean annual frequency of exeeedance of the

(aftershock) ground motion values corresponding to such residual capacities. Damage

states, if any, for which vertical capacity is lost at least at one structural component are
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associated with the collapse limit state. Local loss of vertical capacity is potentially life

threatening and for this reason this condition is associated here with structural collapse.

Local loss of vertical capacity does not necessarily imply that the structure has no global
latcral capacity lcft to resist aftcrshocks.

STEP 5: Ground motion level associated with a strueturallimit state.

Using the results of STEPS 3 and 4, the four (mainshock) ground motion levels expected

to cause the structure to enter the onset-of-damage state, the yellow-tag stat~, the red-tag
"state, and the collapse state are identified according to a pre-defined criterior provided in

this step. Such ground motion levels are identified by their median values and related
dispersion measure.

STEP 6: Computation of the fragility curves.

Based on the median values and corresponding dispersion measure of the four ground

motion levels number provided at STEP 5, the fragility curves associated with the onset-

of-damage, the yellow-tag, the red-tag, and the collapse states are plot. The fragility curve

corresponding to the green-tag state is equal to unity for all levels of ground motion.

2.3.6 Nonlinear Static Procedure (NSP) Curve for the Intact Structure

The knowledge of the post-elastic behavior of the building subject to incremental lateral

seismic loading is the starting point of this procedure. In line with other current

Guidelines (e.g., FEMA 273, 1997; FEMA 356, 2000), it is assumed here that the

engineer is accustomed to performing nonlinear static procedure (or static pushover)

analyses at least for the two main orthogonal directions of the structure. The nonlinear

static procedure normally involves the monotonic application of lateral forces (or

displacements) to a model of the building until a target deformation is reached. The

lateral load is selected to follow a predetermined or adaptive pattern (Kunnath and

Balram, 1999; Balram and Kunnath, 2000) that approximately represents the inertial

forces at the locations of the significant masses. In this application the pushover analysis

should includc clement strength degradation and should be conducted to failure, namely

until either severe lateral force dcgradation or local loss of vcrtical capacity of at least one

structural component (e.g., beam, column, connection, etc.) are reached.

It is important to emphasize that the seismic evaluations should be performed using

expected strength values rather than nominal or lower bound strengths. The intent here is



to estimate the realistic response of a structure and not to apply conservative procedure to

achieve a "safe" building design. The NSP curves expressed in terms of base shear versus

roof drift (i.e., roof displacement divided by the height of the building) for the two main

orthogonal directions of the structure are the main products of the NSP analysis. The

engineer identifies on the NSP curves the major inelastic events that occur in the structure

(e.g., failure of a significant portion of the roof/wall connection of a tilt-up building,

fracture of at least 10% of all top flanges in a steel moment-resisting frame, or local

collapse of beam-column connection due to shear failure) along with associated roof drift

levels. These major inelastic events sometimes cause significant drops in the base shear or

changes in the global stiffness of the building which in turn translate into changes in slope

of the NSP curve, as depicted in Figure 7. In other cases their occurrence may only

moderately change the global stiffness of the structure and, therefore, may not produce
sharp kinks in the pushover curve.

BS
DS~ -- NSP for E- \V direchon

Roof clritt

Figure 7 Hypothetical Static Pushover curves for the two orthogonal directions of a

building. Legend: BS stands for base shear (Bazzurro et al. 2004)

The engineer needs also to assess whether the structural members that are damaged at any

stage of the NSP curve are still able to withstand gravity and live loads. As mentioned

above, if local loss of vertical capacity at a certain damage state is likely, then there is no

need to continue the NSI' analysis is stopped. The decision can be based, for example, on

whether the ultimate deformation of a ductile element (or connection) or the maximum

strength of a brittle member (or connection) have been attained. For example, a steel

beam-column connection that reaches a curvature sufficient not only to fi'acture the
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flanges but also to pull off the shear tab connection may not physically collapse (due, for

example, to membrane effects in the slab) but it cannot be considered suitable for

withstanding vertical loads of any significance. Such ultimate strain and strength values

are sometimes available from laboratory tests published in the literature. If tests are not

available either a detailed finite element analysis of the member (or connection) or simply
engineering judgement need to be used.

These inelastic events are to be associated with specific damage states. More formally,

the occurrence of the i'h major inelastic event (or a set of events at approximately the.

same deformation level) identifies the ith damage state, OS,. OS, is therefore defined by

(a) a roof drift value, /'", and (b) a detailed description of the structural damage associated

with that event, including whether any element has reached ultimate vertical capacity.

The damage description can be valuable to engineers to compare with observable damage

during thc inspection of a facility beforc deciding on the possible building occupancy

restriction after an earthquake. Each one of these damage states will be later associated
with one (and only one) structural limit state.

For this purpose a structural analysis software-OpenSeesI.6.2 is used. Open Sees is an

object-oriented framework for finite element analysis. A key feature of OpenSees is the

interchangeability of components and the ability to integrate (Mazzoni et al 2005).

Analysis in OpenSees can be performed with reinforcement.

Open Sees (Mazzoni et al. 2006)

Modern earthquake engineering utilizes modeling and simulation to understand the

behavior and performance of systems during earthquakes. With the support of the

National Science Foundation, the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center

(PEER) has developed the Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation,

OpcnSees lor short, as a softwarc platform for research and application of simulation for

structural and geotechnical systems. The OpenSees software framework uses object-

oriented methodologies to maximize modularity and extensibility for implementing

models for behavior, solution methods, and data processing and communication

procedures. The framework is a set of inter-related classes, such as domains (data

structures), models, elemcnts (which are hierarchical), solution algorithms, integrators,

cquation sol vcrs, and databascs. The classes are as independent as possible, which allows

great ncxihility in combining modules to solve simulation problems for buildings and
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bridges, including soil and soil-structure-foundation interaction, and most recently

including reliability computational modules. The open source software is managed and

made available to users and developers through the Open Sees website at

hllp://o{)ensees. berkeley. edu (http://opensees.berkeley.edu).

The software architecture and open-source approach for Open Sees provide many benefits

to users interested in advanced simulation of structural and geotechnical systems with

realistic models of nonlinear behavior. First, the modeling approach is very flexible in

that allows selection and various combinations of a number of different element

formulations and material formulations, along with different approximations of

kinematics to account for largedisplacements and P-D effects. As an open-source project,

developers and researchers are using the extensible features of the software architecture to

add additional capability. A second advantage is that there is a wide range of solution

procedures and algorithms that the user can adapt to solve difficult nonlinear problems for

static and dynamic loads. Another feature is that OpenSees has a fully programmable

scripting language for defining models, solution procedures, and post-processing that can

provide simple problem solving capability, as illustrated in the manual, or very

sophisticated modeling and parameters studies of large, complex systems. Finally,

Open Sees provides a flexible interface to computer resources, storage and databases, and

network communication to take advantage of high-end computing systems. Structural and

gcotcchnical models can be an:llyzcd from desktop PC's to parallel computcrs within
OpenSees.

As an advanced platform for computational simulation, OpenSees provides an important

resource for the National Science Foundation-sponsored George E. Brown, Jr. Network

for Earthquake Enginecring Simulation (NEES (http://www.nees.org)), and it has been

adopted by NEESgrid (http://www.neesgrid.org) System Integration project as the NEES

simulation componenl. The NEESgrid decision to utilize OpenSees and adapt it to

interface with othcr NEESgrid resources provides an important capability for NEES

researchers and users. The modular design of Open Sees means that it can be customized

for the integrating physical and computation simulation through data repositories,

visualization, and hybrid control for advanced experimental methods, all of which meet
important NEES objectives.
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2.3.7 NSP Curves for the Damaged Structure

From NSP analysis a suite of potential damage states, OS;, that the structure may be in

ancr an carthquakc can bc idcntificd. Whilc in that damagcd condition thc structurc is

vulnerablc and could experience more extensive and severe damage in future events, in

particular in aftershocks prior to repair. This life-safety threat drives the tagging of

damaged buildings. To evaluate the post-earthquake residual capacity of the building to

withstand future lateral loads, this step of the procedure requires obtaining the NSP

curves for the building in every damage state. NSP curves for each damage state are

needed for characterizing the residual lateral capacity left in the structure after different

levels of damage that might have been inflicted on it by the mainshock. The residual

lateral capacity is the quantity used when assigning a damage state to a structural limit

state and therefore to a tagging condition. The assessment of the residual lateral capacity

of the building in the OS; damage state is of interest provided that at the local level every

damaged structural member is still capable of carrying vertical loads. If there is loss of

local member vertical capacity in the OS; damage state the building will be assigned a
structural limit state that corresponds to collapse.

Development ofNSP curves for the damaged Structure needs to create a model of the

structure in the i''' damage state to the same NSP analysis described for intact structure.

This exercise is to be repeated for all the damage states identified for which the local

ability of sustaining gravity and live loads is not compromised. This process leads to a

family of NSP curves, two (one per orthogonal direction and, possibly, one for positive

and negative directions as well) for each of such damage states. Figure 8 shows NSP

curves for the intact structure and for the damaged structure in damage states from OSz to

OSs in the E-W direction (Figure 7). The NSP curve for OS6 is missing because it is

assumed here that at that damage state some members were so severely damaged that they

could not reliably carry vertical loads. Note that the pushover curve for a structure at the

onset-of-damage state (i.c., OS,) coincides with that of the intact structure.
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Figure 8 Hypothetical NSP curves for structure in the intact condition and at different levels

of damage (i.e., DS, to DS,) (Ilazzurro et al. 2004)

In practice the NSP curves for the structure in the damaged state can be obtained by "re-

loading" (re-imposing an increasing deformation on the model of the structure after it has

been quasi-statically unloaded from the i'h damage state. Obtaining these NSP curves by

assuming parallel-to-elastic unloading/re-Ioading is a simple alternative that can result in

comparable estimates of residual dynamic capacity (Bazzurro et a!. 2004). Unloading the

structure from a damage state may create an initial offset in the damaged-structure NSP

curve due to the residual permanent displacement in the structure. The extent of this

permanent displacement is somewhat an artifact of applying a static procedure to

modeling the dynamic response of the structure subject to ground shaking. The residual

displacement obtained from the NSP can be considered as an upper bound because the

structure is not allowed to oscillate and therefore return to a residual offset closer to its

original upright position. The NSP curves lor the struclure in the damaged conditions are

assumed to start from the origin of the axes (i.e., no permanent displacement). The effects

of the expected (or measured) dynamic residual offsets on the residual lateral capacities

are accounted to infer dynamic response. As illustrated in Figure 8, the horizontal shift of

the NSP curves for the damaged structures back to the origin does not shift the collapse.

(e.g., DS7) displacement. However, the collapse displacement will, in effect, be reduced
by the residual offset.

NSP techniques are applied to the damaged structure in all damage states DS; for which

vertical load carrying capacity is not compromised anywhere in the structure. Unless one

of the two main orthogonal directions of the structure is significantly weakcr than the
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other, analyses are performed for both directions. A family of NSP curves that are

associatcd with different levels of initial structurc damagc statc OS; for which local

vertical capacity is preserved everywhere in the structure is obtained.

2.3.8 Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) Fundamentals and SP02IDA

The IDA (Vamvatsikos and Cornell 2002) involves performing a series of nonlinear

dynamic analyses of a structural model for multiple records by scaling each record to

sevcral levcls of intcnsity that arc suitably selcctcd to uncover the full range of the

model's behavior: from elastic to yielding and nonlincar inelastic, tinally leading to

global dynamic instability. At the core of performance-based earthquake engineering

(PBEE) lies the accurate estimation of the seismic demand and capacity of structures, a

task that several methods are being proposed to tackle. One of the promising candidates is

incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) (Vamvatsikos and Cornell 2002), a computer-

intensive procedure that has been incorporated in modern seismic codes [e.g., Federal

Emergcncy Managemcnt Agcncy, (FEMA 2000)] and offcrs thorough demand and

capacity prediction capability, in regions ranging from elasticity to global dynamic

instability, by using a series of nonlinear dynamic analyses under suitably multiply-scaled

ground motion records. Still, professional practice favors simplified methods, mostly

using single degree of freedom (SOOF) models that approximate the multi degree of

freedom (MOOF) system's behavior by matching its static pushover (SPO) curve,

coupled with empirical equations dcrived for such oscillators to rapidly obtain a measure

of the scismic demand (e.g., l'ajfar and l'ischinger 1988; l'ajfar and Gaspersic 1996;

I'EMA 1997). Such procedures could be extended to reach far into the nonlinear range

and approximate the results of IDA, but they use oscillators with bilinear backbones that

only allow for elastic perfectly-plastic behavior, and occasionally positive or negative

post yield stiffness (e.g., AI-Sulaimani and Roessett 1985; Nassar and Krawinkler 1991;

Miranda 2000). With the emergence of the SP02IDA software (Vamvatsikos and Cornell

2005), empirical relations for full quadrilinear backbones are readily available, which,

whcn suitably applicd to thc MDOF SPO, providc thc ability to accurately approximate

the full IDA and investigate the connection between the structure's SPO curve and its
seismic behavior.

Based on the established principle of using SOOF oscillators to approximate MOOF

systems, the SPO to IDA conncction has becn invcstigatcd for simplc oscillators. Thc
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SDOF systems studied were of short, moderate, and long periods with moderately

pinching hysteresis and 5% viscous damping, while they featured backbones ranging

from simple bilinear to complex quadrilinear with an elastic, a hardening and a negative-

stiffness segment plus a final residual plateau that terminated with a drop to zero strength.

The oscillators were analyzed through IDA and the resulting curves were summarized

into their 16, 50, and 84% fractile IDA curves which were in turn fitted by flexible

parametric equations (Vamvatsikos and Cornell 2005). Having compiled the results into

the SP021DA tool, available online (Vamvatsikos 2002), an engineer user is able to

effortlcssly get an accuratc estimatc of the performance of virtually any oscillator without

having to perform the costly analyses, almost instantaneously recreating the fractile IDAs

in normalized coordinates of strength reduction factor R versus. ductility Jl. A typical

example of applying SP021DA appears in Figure 9.

50"lollallll"'le...........

84% IDA

o -_._-~-_"--; •. _
0123" 5 8

ductilitY.,1 _ 0 I II yield

Figure 9 16%, 50%, and 84% fractile incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) curves

for T=O.92 s oscillato~ with the displayed backbone, estimated using both IDA and
SP02/DA software (Vamvatsilws and Cornell 2005)

2.3.9 Inferring Dynamic Response from Static Response

The nonlinear dynamic behavior of the structure in state is estimated here using the NSP

Curve and a (Microson Excel) sprcadshc<:t Sl'02IOA (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2001 b;

Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002) software. The dynamic response of the intact structure is

evaluated for a full range of potential mainshock ground motion levels. The result of this

operation, which is the dynamic counterpart of the static pushover curve, is called the

Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) eurve (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 200Ia). The use
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of the SP02IDA tool requires that the NSP's used as input be normalized in both axes

(i.c., base shcar, I3S. vs. roof drift, 1'.) by the corrcsponding quantitics at the onset of

damage (or incipient yielding) of the structure. The engineer can usc his/her judgment to

identify an appropriate normalization point that can be associated with onset of damage or

incipient yielding in the structure. Selecting an accurate yielding point is desirable but not

crucial. It is, however, important that both the normalizing base shear, BSy, and roof drift,

c,.y, values be consistcnt with the same selected point on the pushover curve ..

Howcver. thc IDA's, which constitute the output of the Sl'02IDA tool, hllve the Y axis

expressed in terms of thc ratio of a ground motion paramctcr rather than of base shear.

Thc parameter selected hcrc is the spectral acceleration, SiT,), at the fundamental

oscillatory period of the intact structure, T" and the normalizing quantity is Say{T,), the

spectral acceleration at incipient yielding. Of course. thc two ratios in terms of base shear

or of spectral accelerations are numerically equivalent. This change of variables on the Y

axis for the IDA case is important in this procedure becausc the tagging strategy is based

on cxccedance of ground motion spcctral accelcration rathcr than base shear.

To facilitate the comparison of IDAs corresponding to different damage states, their

ordinates should be "de-normalized" (namely, multiplied by Say{T), where T is equal to T)

for the intact structure IDA and to TDS; for the IDA of structure in damage state DS;).

Under the assumption that the response of structures is dominated by the first mode,

SarTI) for thc intact structure (or S,,(TDS;) for thc structure in damage state DS;) can be

obtained simply by dividing BS by the structure effective modal mass for the fundamental
vibration mode,

M,' = MX 'f/,

Where 'fI,= first-mode participation factor

M=mass

If the contribution to the response from higher modes is significant then more modal

participation factors comc into play. A detailed procedure on how to transform base shear

into spectral acceleration can be found, for example, in the HAZUS manual (1999). The

procedure above applied to the structure in different states of damage yields, however, de-

normalized IDAs that, in general, are expressed in terms of spectral accelerations at.

different oscillatory periods.
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Intact structure

An IDA curve is generally considered a tool for predicting the dynamic median

deformation (e.g., inter-story drift or roof displacement) of a structure for a given level of

ground motion severity (here measured by SiTt)) (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002).

Here, the IDA curve is used in the opposite direction, namely to obtain the mainshock

median ground motion level, Sa, that is expected to cause the intact structure to end up in

each of the identified damage states, DSj• Such Sa values can be read off the IDA curves

at the roof drift values 6j associated with such states. Figure 10 shows a typical output of

the SP02IDA tool where the NSP curve (or, more precisely, its quadrilinear fit,) is the

input and the IDA curve is the output. Note that in Figure 10 the deformation measure on

the X axis is the roof global ductility ratio, II, which is the ratio of the roof drift to the roof

drift at the onset of damage or incipient yielding. Further the IDA curve defines the global

collapse capacity (indicated by a circle in Figure 10) of the intact structure. It is important

to emphasize that the IDA curvcs are to be considered as median curves. In Figure 10 the

abscissa represents the global ductility ratio, II (namely, the roof drift divided by the roof

drift at first yielding, i.e., at DS 1). The ordinate R is equal to BS/BSy for the NSP curve

and to Sa(T1 )/Say(Tl) for the IDA curve. Note: the dashed line is an example of

quadrilinear fit of the pushover curve, as explained

-----....: ...•
" DS5.•.•'"- _ _ 056= '011

S4 NSP curve

intact IDA curve __

15.010.05.0

6.00
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a: 3.00 -

2.00

1.00

0.00

0.0

glob31ductility r3tio, 1.1

Figure 10 Hypothetical NSP aud IDA curves for the huilding in the iutact

coudition. (Bazzurro et al. 2004)
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Damagcd structurc

IDA curves are also part of the procedure applied to the damaged structure. In this case,

however, IDA curves are not used for predicting the mainshock median Sa (given a roof

drift valuc, Ll,) that will cause the intact structure to end up in damage state DS;, but rather

1'01' cstimating the median residual dynamic lateral "capacity", ('~(/,C(/,,)i, or the damaged

structure in each post-mainshock damage state DS; to resist aftershocks. (Sa,ca,,); is the

(aftcrshock) ground motion level that is expected to cause subsequcnt collapse and,

should the building still be occupied, lifc loss. The same SP02IDA spreadsheet provides

an estimate of (Sa.ca,,); as one or the points of the IDA for the damaged structure (Figurc

11 shows an example for damage state DS)). This capacity is defined either as the

condition where small increases in "load" during aftershocks will cause arbitrarily large

increases in dcformation (i.c., whcrc thc IDA curvc beeomcs cffcctively flat; this

definition was also adoptcd by the SAC/FEMA 350-352 Guidelines (2000)) or as the

aftershock spectral accelcration that causes local collapse anywhere in the structure.

The NSP curves for the damaged structures have been shifted to remove the static

residual displacement offsets created by the NSP procedure. The IDA curves derived

from those NSP curves, thercfore, assume no residual offset. As one might expect,

though, the residual offset after a mainshock influences the residual capacity to resist

aftershocks, (Sa,enp); (e.g., Luco et aI., 2004;). In these guidelines, an IDA curve for each

damaged structure that accounts for the rcsidual offset is obtained by tracing the IDA

curve that assumes no residual offset up to the point that has a displacement equal to the

displacement capacity (defined in the preceding paragraph) minus the expected (or

measured) dynamic residual offsct (defined in the commentary). Equivalently, the

collapse displacement of the NSP curves (c.g., the displaccment at DS" in Figure 8) can

bc rcduccd by an amount cqual to the expected (or measured) dynamie residual offsets

and these NSP curves that account for the residual offset can be input into the SP02IDA

spreadsheet. An example of the resulting IDA curve is shown in Figurc 11. The ordinate R

is equal to BS/BSy for the NSP curve and to Sa(TDS3)/Say(TDS3) for the IDA curvc.

Even without considering a residual offset the IDA curves for thc damaged structures will

generally provide estimates of the residual capacities, (Sa,cap)" that are not equal to that of

the intact structure, namcly Sa.cap=(Sa.cap)I (the estimatcs or thc median capacity for the

intact structure and lor thc damage statc DSI, which dcfines thc Onsct of Damage state,

are the same). In contrast, dynamic analyses of damaged structures (e.g., Luco et aI.,
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2004) indicate that without a residual offset little or no reduction in the median lateral

capacity relative to intact structures is expected, at least for the structures analyzed here.

To reflect this observation, an adjustment to (Sa,cap); is made in these guidelines. The

adjustment is achieved simply by multiplying (Sa,cap); by tbe ratio of tbe capacity of the

intact structure to the residual capacity assuming no residual offset. Hence, if no residual

offset is expected (or measured), the adjusted residual capacity will equal (Sa,cap)). The

NSP curve needs to be obtained for all the post-earthquake damage states in which none

of the structural elements has reached its ultimate vertical capacity to withstand gravity

and live loads during the mains hock. All the damage states that do show loss of local

vertical capacity will be automatically associated with collapse.

1614

IDA for DS3
NSP for DS3

• (Sa,cQP)3'Say

6 8 1012
global ductility ratio, j.L
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Figure 11 Estimate of the residual median capacity (S'K.ph for damage state DS,.
(after Bazzurro et al. 2004)

Using the SP02IDA spreadsheet, the dynamic response of the structure in its intact

condition is estimated from the corresponding NSP curves. Typical IDA curve for a

structure in the intact condition is shown as red line in Figure 10. Figure 12shows the IDA

curves for the intact structure and for the structure at different levels of damage. The

circles represent the global collapse residual capacity of each case. All the IDA's have

been de-normalized and scaled to the spectral acceleration at the same oscillatory period

before including them in the same plot
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Figure 12 IDA curves for the intact structure and for the structure at different

levels of damage. (after Bazzurro et aI. 2004)

2.3. 1oOccupancy Status for Damaged Structures

The criteria that follow arc used to recommend the tagging condition (i.e., the limit state)

to the structure in any specific damage state, DSj, for which no loss of local or global

vertical capacity is observed during the mainshock. If loss of vertical capacity is

observed, then that damage state is associated with collapse. Local collapse potentially

represents a life-threatening condition. A damaged building that was made unstable by

the mainshock may in fact become progressively unsafe or may (partially or globally)

collapse under its own weight and live loads without the occurrence of any aftershock

(e.g., ATC Tc,;hBrief2, 1999). The proposed criteria for tagging damaged buildings, in

whichever damage states they may be, are expressed in terms of:

>- Po, the building-site-specific mean annual frequency (MAF) of exceedance of the

ground motion corresponding to the median capacity, (Sa.cap)l, of the building in its

intact conditions. PO, which refers to the pre-earthquake conditions, can be obtained

using Probabilistic Seismic 1.lazard Analysis (PSHA) of building-site.

>- P, is the building-site-specific MAF of the aftershock ground motion corresponding to

the median capacity, (Sa,cap)i, of the building in the damage state DSj• P is, strictly

speaking, a time-varying quantity that decreases with time elapsed from the

mainshock and, therefore, it is better computed using an aftershock PSHA (APSHA)

approach, such as that presented in Wiemer, 2000and Yeo, 2004. (For an application

of APSHA, see also Yeo and Cornell, 2004) the primary criteria proposed here
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implicitly assume that one can use the pre-mainshock hazard or MAF, which is more

familiar and more readily available, as a proxy for evaluating the post-mainshock or

"aftershock hazard". The alternative criteria, discussed later in the commentary, are

based more explicitly on the aftershock hazard as is more consistent with the intent of

the procedure. The alternative tagging criteria account for the increased probability of

collapse from pre- to post earthquake conditions due both to decreased capacity and to

increased (aftershock) seismicity.

>- Estimates of Sa,capfor the intact building and of (Sa,cap)jfor all the damage states DSj's.

The proposed primary tagging criteria are displayed in graphical form in Figure 13. The

values of the quantities in Figure 13 and in the text are proposed for coastal coastal

California sites at Bazzurro et al. 2004 and should be reevaluated for other sites and

structures of different importance. The figure has two scales for the ordinates, the

percentage ofloss in Sa,capand the ratio of FIFo that measures the increase in frequency of

exceeding the median residual capacity of the building damaged by the mainshock.

Capacity
Loss (%) PIPO

2 1.1
5 1.2
10 1.4
20 2.0
30 .,0
40 4.6
50 B.O

(b)

Figure 13 (a) Graphical representation of the recommended tagging criteria. (b)

Average relationship for loss of ground motion capacity and rate of increase in

mean annual frequency of exceedance of ground motion for coastal California sites

(After Bazzurro et al. 2004)

The criteria can be summarized as follows. Any building is identified by a particular

value of Po that can be computed during "peace" time before any earthquake has

occurred. A larger value of PO implies that the building is either relatively "weak", or that
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it is located in an arca of higher seismIC hazard compared to that considered in the

original design, or a combination of both. The opposite is true for lower values of Po.

How the color of the tag changes with capacity loss can be found by searching on a

vertical line at that specific value of PO. Therefore a building whose PO is equal, for

example, to 3 x 10-4 needs to be damaged severely enough to loose about 5% of its initial

capacity before it is tagged Y and about 30% before it is tagged R. If the intact building

had been mueh weaker or in a harsher seismic environment such that its value of PO were

equal, lor cxample, to I x 10.3, then a nominal loss of lateral capacity of only 2% or larger

would cause the building to be red-tagged. No yellow tag could be assigned in this case;

the tag would be either green or rcd. Conversely a much stronger building with Po smaller

than 2 x 10-4would necd to lose 20% of its original capacity before being tagged Yellow

and 40% to be tagged Red.

Explanation:

As stated above, the primary tagging critcria explicitly consider the likelihood, 1', that the

damaged-building capacity is exceeded but the computation of l' is performed for

simplicity using pre-mainshock pSHA. For these guidelines for the boundaries between

green and yellow tags and between yellow and red tags, respectively, we selected P

values to be equal to 2% in 50 years (mean return period, MRp, 01'2,475 years) and 5% in

50 years (MRp of 975 ycars). These values may appear too rcstrictive when compared to

building code requirements for ncw buildings that prcscribe life salcty as performance

objective for a 10% in 50 years (i.e., MRP of 475 years) ground motion level. We

selected low valucs to implicitly and partially account for the increased aftershock hazard

that the damaged building is subject to when the inspection may take place perhaps one or

two days after the earthquake. These values, which represent quantitative measures of

acceptable risk, should be modified according to the building importance and severity of

failure consequcnces.

If the proposed tagging criteria were simply based on maximum acceptable collapse risk

of the partially damaged building, however, the green, yellow, and red tag areas in Figure

13 would be oblique bands delimitcd by straight lines of constant P values. The diagonal

bands in Figure 13, howevcr, are delimited by horizontal lines drawn somewhat arbitrarily

at constant valucs of capacity loss of 2%, 20%, and 40%. "Weak", under-designed

buildings that arc potentially unsafe (i.e .. larger Po) even in pre-earthquake condition

would not be tagged Y or R ,md possibly, al a 1,Iter stage, retrofitted unless somc
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identifiable physical damage occurred in the building. Tagging Y or R an undamaged

building would be difficult to accept by owner and occupants. A hardly detectable

capacity loss of only 2% encourages Y and R tagging and it is meant here to simply serve

as a trigger for action for such buildings. The lines at 20cy<, and 40%, that increase the Y

and R tagging areas of "strong" (smaller Po) structures, have been dictated by a different

concept. Results from dynamic analyses (Luco et aI., 2004) have shown, in general, that a

rather widespread damage in the building is needed before the capacity drops by these

amounts. In cases of widespread damage the assessment of the true building capacity is

more uncertain and it is conservative to force some restriction of occupancy until further

more detailed analyses arc performed.

It should be noted that a collection of ligures such as Figul'c 13eould be produced to

account for the time-varying nature of aftershock hazard. Such tagging criteria could be

applieable after the earthquake at different snapshots in time when more detailed

inspections and/or improved capacity analyses may take place. To mimic the decreasing

aftershock hazard with time one could devise criteria that are less stringent as time goes

by. This would be reflected by a change in the constant-P lines that separate green,

yellow, and red tagging areas. Criteria applicable, for example, one month after the

mainshock may have constant P lines demarcating the G, Y, and R areas at higher values

than those displayed in Figure 7, which is meant to be applicable immediately after the

mainshock. The increased knowledge about building capacity deriving from more

detailed inspection and further engineering analyses may also call for the removal of the

conservative lines at 20% and 40% capacity drops in the criteria applicable at a later

stage.

It is conceptually preferable to develop tagging criteria In terms of MAl' of building

collapse rather than MAr of median ground motion capacity. This entails considering the

ground motion capacity as a random variable as opposed to a constant. Under certain

tenable assumptions the former MAr can be computed by multiplying the latter by a

"correction factor", CF, larger than one that accounts for the aleatory and epistemic

uncertainties in the ground motion capacity (called ~ in the section to come) and the slope

of the hazard curve in the neighborhood of that ground motion level. Figure 13could still

be used as is with this alternative interpretation. As a /irst approximation, cr can be

considered to be the same for the capacities in both the intact and the damaged cases and

therefore it does not have any impact on the values of the oblique lines of constant P/PO
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that divide green, yellow, and red tag regions. For a particular application, the only

change would be in the value, Po " of the abscissa to be used to enter the graph in Figure

13, which will be larger than the MAF of exceeding the median ground motion capacity

currently used.

The illustrative example shown in Figure 14 refers to a structure located at a site for

which Po'" 2.2x I0-4. For this pre-mainshock hazard level the structure is yellow-tagged if

it looses about 15% of the original capacity and it is red tagged if it looses about 35% of

the original capacity. In this case the damage state OS2, which shows a residual capacity,

(Sa,cap)2,greater than 85% of the capacity of the intact structure, (Sa,cap)" is green-tagged.

Similarly, the damage states OS3 and OS4 are tagged Yellow and Red, respectively,

because 0.65X(Sa,cap)1«Sa,cap)3<0.85x(Sa,cap)1and (Sa,cap)4<0.65x(Sa,cap)1.The damage state

OS 1 can be associated with the onset of damage (00) limit state, which is within the

green tag state boundaries regardless of the value of Po. Similarly, the damage state OS6,

which corresponds to incipient (local and global) collapse limit state is always red tagged.

65%

100%

~'!.- --
_____ 12,AIi in!::c!.s~':!.u,
- - - -~ -,.!"-.:-:.~
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Figure 14 Tagging of different damage states within the illustrative example. The yellow

tagging given to DSJ assumes that the )'0 of exceeding the spectral capacity (Sa.".)' at the

huilding site is about'" 2.2xlO-4 (Bazzurro et al. 2004)

Criteria based on global residual capacity reduction and site specific aftershock ground

motion hazard are applied for mapping damage states into structural limit states. A one-

to-one map of each damage state OSj into one of the following four limit states: Onset of

Damage (00), Yellow tag (Y), Red tag (R) and Collapse (C) are obtained.
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2.3.11 Ground motion level associated with a structural limit state

The proposed tagging approach coupled with the IDA curve for the intact structme leads

to the identification of the median spectral capacity values associated with the onset of

post-earthquake tagging status, denoted s.,1.s for limit state LS (e.g., LS equal to 00,

onset of damage; Y, yellow; R, red; or Coli, collapse). Identifying the median spectral

capacity value for the green tag state is not necessary for reasons that will discussed later.

The process is shown in Figure IS.

From Figure 14 it follows that for this illustrative example the damage state OS)

correspond to incipient 00, OS2 is in Green, OS} is in Yellow, OS4 and OSs are in Red,

and OS6 refers to incipient Collapse. Figure 15 shows how this information can be used to

determine the median spectral capacity value, SaLS, for any limit state, LS. The value of

SaLS can be found immediately for OD and C whose onset correspond to one of the

damage states (here, DS I and OS6, respectively) by reading them off the IDA for the

intact structure in Figure 9 at the drift value of LJOD and LJc, respectively. The values of

SaY and SaR, however, are not readily available because the damage states DS; (and,

therefore, LJ,) from the NSP curve in general do not correspond to the inception of the Y

and R limit states. The onset of R, for example, occurs for a damage state in between OS)

and OS4 (Figure 14). In this case either the procedure is repeated for one or more

intermediate OS's until the computed spectral acceleration capacity is, for all practical

purposes, reasonably close to the target threshold, or, alternatively but less accurately, an

interpolation scheme is used instead. For any given Po the loss in capacity that

corresponds to the target boundary between two limit states is known from Figure 13.

Therefore, the interpolation procedure will provide the target drift that corresponds to the

desired drop in capacity. This drift is that associated with the inception of the limit state

that was sought. Finally, the value of SaG is zero; any level of ground motion will generate

a G tag or worse.

As mentioned earlier, this IDA-based procedure has identified the median spectral

acceleration value corresponding to the onset of a given structural limit state. The ground

motion intensity (i.e., spectral acceleration) at which the limit state (and associated

tagging) will occur cannot, in filet, he predietcd perl'cetly. The valuc just idcntificd is a

"best guess", and it is assumcdlhercfore that there is a 50-50 chance that the limit/tagging

state (or worse) will be observed if this ground motion occurs at the site. There IS a

smaller chance at lower ground motion levels and a larger chance at higher levels.
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Figure 15 Median spectral acceleration capacity associated with all the structural limit

states except the green tag state (After Bazzurro et al. 2004)

These chances are first quantified by estimating the dispersion, 13,which is a combined

measure of two basic kinds of uncertainty: aleatory uncertainty (or randomness) and

epistemic uncertainty. The former kind manifests itself, for example, in the variability in

the dynamic displacements produced by different ground motion records (even though

they may have the same intensity value). Aleatory uncertainty is intrinsic in the random,

unpredictable nature of earthquakes and cannot be reduced. The epistemic kind of

uncertainty stems, for example, from both the limited accuracy of the selected response

analysis approach and the imperfect knowledge of parameter values of the adopted

mathematical model of the structure. Within the limits associated with current scientific

knowledge, this second type of uncertainty can be reduced, at some expense, with more

detailed investigation of the structure, more refined models, more testing of in-place

material properties, etc.

Aleatory uncertainty (PR)

Based on the results of many nonlinear dynamic analyses, it is known (e.g., Miranda;

2000) that the aleatory portion of the dispersion, 13R,depends on the initial period of

vibration of the structure. On average, the values of 13Rfollow the trend shown in Figure

16, namely short-period (high-frequency) structures show more record-to-record

variability in their displacements (or correspondingly, in the spectral acceleration at
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which a given displacement or damage state is first observed). Further the response

dispersion is larger for larger degrees of nonlinearity, especially when the ground motion

is near the collapse capacity. This difference is captured in the three curves presented in

Figure 16, one corresponding to collapse, one to the Red- and Yellow-tag conditions, and

one to the less severe Onset-of-Damage limit state.

The curves in Figure 16 are based on average results of nonlinear dynamic analyses of

many nonlinear oscillators with different NSP backbone curves and to somewhat arbitrary

definitions of limit states based on average structural deformation levels. Hence, they are

suitable as PR default values. When applying the procedure in these guidelines, however,

the provided SP02IDA spreadsheet will provide structure-specific PR, values for each

limit state that should be used in place of those shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16 Recommeuded (default) values for JlRo (After Bazzurro et al. 2004)

Epistemic Uncertainty (Pu)

The epistemic part of the uncertainty, Pu, reflects the professional confidence that the

selected model and the analysis procedure will predict accurate results. For example, the

values for Pu will be larger (i.e., one will have less confidence) for complex, older

structures (e.g., mill-type buildings) modeled using a simplified model and untested

material properties than for a clean, modem steel moment-resisting frame whose

properties have been well determined and whose model has been developed with extreme

care to details. Similarly the confidence in the results increases with the level of effort in
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the structural modeling (e.g., in a SMRF a center-line model yields less reliable results

than a model with panel zones).

Vcry limited research has been devoted to date to a systematic estimation of the epistemic

uncertainty in the structural nonlinear deformation caused by a given ground motion or,

dually, in the ground motion necessary to induce a given structural deformation. Although

limited to SMRF structures, the SAC project (e.g., FEMA 351 and FEMA 355F)is the

most widely available reference for gathering information on Pu values. In the SAC

reference Pu is intended to represent mainly the epistemie uncertainty in the estimation of

demands and capacities. Although equations arc provided to compute Pu values (e.g., see

Appendix A in FEMA 351, Yun et aI., 2000) from the uncertainty in each separate

component, the values of Pu for SMRF structures in Table A-I of FEMA 351 range from

0.15 to 0.35 for the Immediate Occupancy Performance Level and from 0.25 to 0.60 for

the Collapse Prevention Performance Level.

Total Uncertainty (/3)

Finally the value of net dispersion, P, to be used in the determination of the fragility curve

(STEP 6) is the SRSS value:

(6)

2.3. 12Computation of the Fragility Curves

The fragility curve (Figure 17) for a given structural limit state LS (LS equal to onset of

damage, green, yellow, red-, or collapse state) provides the annual probability that the

intact building will end up in the specified limit state (or worse) given the occurrence at

the site of an earthquake ground motion of intensity Sa. The fragility curve, for the

yellow-tag state, for example, is denoted as Fr(Sa). Based on the common lognormal

assumption, the curve's estimation for the generic structural limit state LS requires two

parameter values, a median s,i's value and a measure of dispersion, p. The former is the

central value of the curve that correspond to an exceedanec probability of 50'10, the latter

controls its slope (the larger the p value, the flatter the curve). Values of SaLS and pare

provided in STEP 5. The former parameter is referred to as the median spectral capacity

value of that limit state. The fragility curve, FLS(Sa),for the generic structural limit state

LS is determined by plotting the values of probability I' = {0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 0.95}

versus the corresponding values, S,,:



(7)

where,

fJ =uncertainty

Sa = percentile spectral acceleration

~ L.••••

Sa = median spectral acceleration to attain concerning limit state

x = -0.67,0.0,0.67

for 25 percentile, 50 percentile and 75 percentile value respectively, other values of x can

be obtained from table of the Gaussian distribution function (e.g., Benjamin and Cornell,

1970) ..

_0.75
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II.
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o
o &OD1&l2&R S;F3 4

Sa(Tf) (g)
5 6

Figure 17 Fragility curves for ouset of damage, green, yellow, and red tags, and for collapse

of the huilding (After Bazzurro et al. 2004)

It should be noted that in Figure 17 the fragility curve for the green-tag state is equal to

unity for all values of ground motions. This is because, by definition, the fragility curve

provides the likelihood that the building will be in the given limit state or worse if a

ground motion with specified Sa were to occur at the site. Because there are no structural

limit states less severe than green, it follows that the building will have a green tag or

worse with certainty for any level of ground motion. Note that fragility curve for onset of

damage (00) is the steepest of the four because the value of p is the smallest. The

opposite is true for the fragility curve corresponding to the collapse state.
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3 SEISMIC I-IAZARD ANALYSIS OF BANGLADESH

3.1 GENERAL

Seismic hazard analyscs involve the quantitative estimation of ground-shaking hazards at

a particular site. The history of earthquakes, in l3angladcsh is sufficient enough to require

their careful consideration in the design of structures and j'leilitics. The objective of

earthquake-resistant design is to instal! a structure or facility that can withstand a certain

level of ground shaking without excessive damage. That level of shaking is often

described by a design ground motion parameter, "Peak Ground Acceleration" or

abbreviated as "PGA". Two types of quantitative estimation of ground-shaking hazards at

a particular site are involved in the seismic hazards analysis - one is deterministic and

another is probabilistic. In deterministic seismic hazard analysis (OSHA), a particular

earthquake scenario is assumed and in probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSI-IA),

uncertainties in earthquake size, location and time of occurrence are explicitly considered

This chapter presents the deterministic seismic hazard analysis of Dhaka city and

probabilistic seismic hazard analysis of Dhaka, Chittagong and Sylhet city and Peak

ground acceleration (PGA) contour map of Bangladesh. This study should help to update

the seismic map of Bangladesh National Building Code.

3.2 METHODOLOGY

3.2.1 Deterministic Seismic Hazard Analysis

Earthquake scenario assumed in OSHA, consists of the postulated occurrence of an

earthquake of a specified size occurring at a specified location. A four-step process

(Reiter, 1990) is adopted 111 the analysis. Earthquake sources capable of producing

significant ground motion at the site arc identified and characterized from historical

earthquakes. Source characterization includes definition of each source's geometry (the

source zone) and earthquake potential. The shortest distance between the source zone and

the site of intcrest is selected. The distance is expressed as an epicentral distance or

hypo central distance, according to the predictive relationship used in the analysis.

McGuire, 1978 (equation 1, page 22); Duggal, 1989 (equation 2, page 22) and Boore et
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a!. 1993 (equation 3, page 22) acceleration attenuation expression is used to predict PGA.

Boore expression is developed for rock and McGuire expression is developed for both

rock and alluvium and Duggal expression is developed for alluvium. As bed soil of

Bangladesh is alluvium McGuire and [)uggal expression is more applicable. Boore

cxpression can be uscd with amplification factor for alluvium. The controlling earthquake

that is expected to produce the strongest level of shaking is described in terms of its size

(usually expressed as magnitude) and distance from the site. The probability of

occurrence of the controlling earthquake is assumed to be one at the points in each source

zone closest to the site and zero elsewhere. Peak ground acceleration (PGA) is used to
characterize the seismic hazard.

3.2.2 Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis

PSI-IA provides a frame-work in which uncertainties 111 the size, location and rate of

recurrence of earthquakes and in the variation of ground motion characteristics with

earthquake size and location can be identified, quantified and combined in a rational

manner to provide a more complete picture of the seismic hazard. Mechanics of PSHA is

based on probability theory. The PSI-jA is also done using the procedure of four steps of

Reiter, (1990). In PSHA identification and characterization of earthquake sources, is

identical to those of DSHA, except that the probability distribution of potential rupture

locations within the source must also be characterized. Characterization of an earthquake

source requires consideration of the spatial characteristics of the source and of the

distribution of earthquakes within that source, of the distribution of earthquake size for

each source, and of the distribution of earthquakes with time. Each of these characteristics

involves some degree ofuncertninty. E;lrthquakes arc assumcd to be uniformly distributed

within a particular source zone. The non-uniform distributions may be used when

sufficient information to justify them exists. A uniform distribution within the source

zone does not, however, often translate into a uniform distribution of source-to-site dis-

tance. Since predictive relationships express ground motion parameters in terms of some

measure of source-to-site distance, the spatial uncertainty must be described with respect

to the appropriate distance parameter. The uncertainty in source-to-site distance can be
described by a prob;J!)ility dcnsity function.

The ground motion produced at the site by earthquakes of any possible size occurring at

any possible point in each source zone is determined with the use of McGuire (1978);

Duggal (1989) and 1300rc et al. (1993) relationship sep;lnltcly. The uncertainty inherent
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in the predictive relationship is also considered. Finally, the uncertainties in earthquake

location, carthquake size, and ground motion parameter prcdiction are combined to obtain

the probability that the ground motion parameter (PGA is used as the parameter in this

study.) will be exceeded during a particular time period. The proper performance of a

PSHA requires careful attention to the problems of source characterization and ground

motion parameter prediction and to the mechanics of the probability computations.

3.2.3 Development ofPGA Contour Map

I-Iazard curve of different latitude and longitude with grid interval of 0.3 degree are

developed. PGA of 0.002 annual probability of exceedence arc picked and used to plot

the PGA Contour Map of Bangladesh for ten percent probability of exceedence in 50-

years period. PGA of 0.001 annual probability of exceedencc are picked and used to plot

the PGA Contour Map of Bangladesh for five percent probability of exceedenee in 50-

years period.

3.3 DATABASE

Figure 18 shows the earth's crustal platcs. Fault line between Australian plate and

Eurasian plate passes by the north and south side of Bangladesh at a distance about 150

km to 200 km from border. About one thousand of earthquakes occur in this portion of

fault line within 100 years. So north and east portion of Bangladesh is at high seismic risk

zone. The earthquake database used in the analysis is obtained from Sharfuddin, (2001).

According to the earthquake database, the number of earthquakes equal to and bigger than

magnitude 4.0 is 1410 and the time range is from 1869 to 2000 (131 years). The

epiccnters of the carthquakes arc in betwccn latitude 18.11" Nand 30.00° N and longitude

85.00" E and 97.00" E. Figurc 19 shows the distribution or epicenter or the earthquake

considered for this purpose.
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Figure 18 Earth's crustal plate (courtesy ofwww,accuracyingenesis,coml
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Figure 19 Location of earthquake epicenter, at and near Bangladesh, occurrence period

1869 to 2000
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3.4 SITE SPECIFICATIONS:

Position
Name of the Sites

Longitudc I.atitude

Dhaka 90.37 E 23.73 N

Chittagong 91.82 E 22.32 N

Sylhet 91.84 E 24.86 N

3.5 IDENTIFICATION

ANALYSIS

OF EARTHQUAKE SOURCES FOR

To evaluate seismic hazards for a particular site or region, all possible sources of seismic

activity must be identified and their potential for generating future strong ground motion

cvaluatcd. Identification of scismic sources rClJuircs some invcstigativc work. These may

takc the form of geologic and tectonic evidence, or historical (prcinstrumental) seismicity.

The written historical record extends back only a fcw hundred years. Historical accounts

of ground-shaking effects can be used to confirm the occurrence of past earthquakes and

to estimate their geographic distributions of intensity. When sufficient data are available,

the maximum intensity can be determined and used to estimate the location of the

earthquake epicenter and the magnitude of the event. Although the accuracy of locations

determined in this way depends strongly thc ratc of"earthquake rccurrcnce, a geographic

pattern of historic epicenters provides strong evidcnce f"orthe existence of earthquake

source zones. Since historical records are dated, they can also be used to evaluate the rate

of recurrence of earthquakes, or seismicity, in particular areas. Instrumental recordings

represent the bcst availablc information for the identification and evaluation of

earthquake sources. Their most significant limitation is the short period of time, compared

with the average period of timc bctween large earthquakes, for which they have been

available. Again, the alignment of instrumentally located epicenters or hypocenters

indicates the existence of earthquake sources. Analysis of aftcrshocks can also aid in the

delincation of earthquake source zones. Uniform probability distributions are assigned to

each source zone implying that, earthquakes are equally likcly to occur at any point

within the source zonc. To characterizc thc seismicity of cach source zonc, Gutenberg and

Richter (1944) law for earthquakc recurrence is used. A basic assumption of PSHA is that
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the recurrence law obtained from past seismicity (a and P ofb-line) is appropriate for the

prediction of future seismicity.

To estimate the seismic hazard in any particular site within a region requires a selection

of earthquakes that affect significantly the value of the hazard output. There is no strict

rule for selecting the maximum epicentral distance to the site. A small area around the site

results in a smaller number of earthquakes to be considered and some events outside the

zone considered may affect the hazard in the site. This, naturally, will decrease the data

set for regression" On the other hand, a too large area may include earthquakes that do not

affect the seismic hazard in the site and are thus useless. Significant earthquakes are

equally likely to occur anywhere in the area of 200 km in radius surrounding the sites

under consideration (Sharfuddin, 2001). To identify earthquake sources for analysis,

earthquakes of magnitude equal to and bigger than five are selected and plotted as larger

dot as shown in Figure 20. Seven area sources are assumed as shown in Figure 20. The

sources and their parameters are given in Table 1.
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Figure 20 Earthquake sources identified for analysis
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Table 1 Parameter of the earthquake sources

Source Source I Source 2 Source 3 Source 4 Source 5 .. Source 6 "So.urce7,~, .' c.,::'''':!.parameter AI A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7,,':
Area (sq km) 21158 28494 76537 14434 105900 42227 57774

No. of division 18 33 70 15 112 40 56

Arc:! or each
division 1175.5 863.45 1093.4 962.27 945.55 1055.7 1031.7
(sqkm)

No. of

Earthquake in 72 15 277 17 622 54 11
database

Minimulll
4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.3magnitude (M,)

Maximum
8.0 7.0 7.6 6.5 7.5 8.3 5.6magnitude (M,)

The sources are divided into finite number of elements. A parametric analysis to select

suitable number of division of a source is done. The random source is source one (AI)

and the sitc is Dhaka city. The annual probability or I'GA>O.2g vs. numbcr or division

curve is shown in Figure 21. Calculated probability increases with number of divisions up

to a limit of: number of division = 4 (approax.), and fluctuates with negligible value at

number of division> 4. Again when the size of division is large the contour is lumped at

the center point of division in stcad of bcing evenly distributed throughout the source.

The sources arc so divided that area of each division is limited to 1200 sq km.
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Figure 21 Effect of numbCl"of division on calculated probability

3.6 DETERMINISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS

In this paper deterministic seismic hazard analysis for Dhaka city (longitude 90.38° E;

latitude 23.78° N) is performed. The controlling earthquake is defined as the maximum

magnitude earthquake that a given source is capable of generating according to the (a)

Database (b) Historical earthquakes. I'GA (peak ground acceleration) is used to represent

the ground motion. The McGuire (1978), Duggal (1989) and Boore et al. (1993)

acceleration attenuation expression is used to determine the resulting site PGA from each

source's controlling earthquake.

McGuire (1978) acceleration attenuation expression (PGA in g)

( )
-' 17PGA = 0.030GeOX

'!M .J R' + 17' e-02" (1)

Where, S is chosen equal to 1.0 lor alluvium.

Duggal (1989) acceleration attenuation expression (['Gil in em/s2)

PGA = 227 xl 00'"'" (R + 30t' (2)

Boore ct al. (1993) acceleration attenuation expression (I'GiI in g)
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Log(PGA) = b, +b,(M - 6) + bJ(M - 6)' +b) II' + h' + b,.log(.J II' + h') + b
6
G, + b,G, (3)

b, b, bJ b4 b, b6 b, Go Gc O"log/'GA

-0.038 0.216 0 0 -0.777 0.158 0.254 0 0 0.205

M = Surface magnitude of earthquake; 11 = Epiccntral distance in km; h = Hypocentral

depth of earthquake in km = 30 km for Bangladesh.

Using equation (I), (2) and (3) the peak ground acceleration of the site for the controlling

earthquakes and associated site to source minimum distances are calculated and given in

Table 2. PGA for nearest big earthquake is also calculated.

Table 2 Calculation of design ground motion parameter.

Source Database Rmin PGA (g) ';",
~Ila'!( (km) McGuire (1978) Duggal (1989) Boore et al. (1993)

AI 8.0 113.47 0.117 0.174 0.061
A2 7.0 91.779 0.061 0.104 0.043
A3 7.6 104.05 0.090 0.142 0.053
A7 5.6 64.437 0.025 0.052 0.027

Nearest Eg. 5.7 25.75 0.054 0.106 0.045
Lat 24 N

Long 90.3 E
L..____________

The largest of the resulting PGA using Duggal (19&9) relationship is from the area source

Al controlling earthquake and the value is 0.174g and that using McGuire (1978)

relationships is 0.117g and Boore et al. (1993) rclationships is 0.061g. Therefore the

design ground motion paramcter is PGA = 0.1 74g.

3.7 PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ANAL YSIS

Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) for each source is done. Brief description

of analysis method is given for source one (A 1) and for Dhaka city. Same method is

followed for the other sources. The sources and their specifications were described in

Table 1. Earthquake recurrence is expressed by Gutenberg-Richter b-Iine in natural log.

Table 3 shows a summary of calculation and Figure 22 is the b-line.
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Table 3 Summary of calculation for b-line.

Gutenberg-Richter b-line for source 1 (A 1)

M~gnitude '(Ms)" Sum Sum/Year

M>4.0 71 0.54198 2.56E-05 -10.572

M>4,5 38 0.29008 1.37E-05 -11.197

M>5.0 20 0.15267 7.22E-06 -11.839

M>5.5 14 0.10687 5.05E-06 -12.196

M>6.0 4 0.030534 1.44E-06 -13.449

M>6.5 3 0.022901 1.08E-06 -13.736

M>7.0 3 0.022901 1.08E-06 -13.736

M>7.5 0.0076336 3.61 E-07 -14.835
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Figurc 22 Gutcubcl'g-Riclttcr It-liuc for source AI (y = -1.178x - 5.9214)

Gutenberg-Richter b-line for all other sources identified are shown in APPENDIX D
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Gutenberg-Richter relationship: Ln(l\~ = a - fJM

Ln(lV) = -S.9214-1.178M

~1=1.178

Magnitude limits in evaluating the seismic hazard of the area source is

Mo = 4.0 and MOlnx = 8.0

Magnitude probability density function:

I 1
c, = ----- = -1.178(80-4.0) =1.00911- e-fJ1(M"",,-M,,) 1- e

11(M) = 1.0091 *1.178* e-I.178(M-40)

The magnitude range is divided into subintervals with increments of LiM = 0.5.

To calculate the probability that magnitude of a given earthquake falls in a given

subinterval is the product of the magnitude probability density function at the center value

of the subinterval and the interval increment. The probabilities are calculated and given in
Table 4.

P ((Mmidl - "'M/2) < M < (Mmidl + "'M/2)) = 11(MOlidl). LiM

P (4.0 < M < 4.5 I EQ)
= 11(4.25)*0.5

= 1.0091"' 1.178** e-I.178(4"-H') *0.5

= 0.44274

Table 4 Magnitude range and corresponding probability.

Magnitude Range Probability

P(4.0<M<4.5 I EQ) 0.44274

P(4.5<M<5.0 I EQ) 0.24566

P (5.0 < M < 5.5 I EQ) 0.13631

-------- --- .._----_ .•......• - .•.... -- -'--'- .. _._'----~------..•
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Magnitude Range Probability

P (5.5 <M < 6.0 I EQ) 0.075635

P (6.0 <M < 6.5 I EQ) 0.041967

P (6.5 <M < 7.0 I EQ) 0.023286

P (7.0 < M < 7.5 I EQ) 0.012921

P (7.5 <M < 8.0 I EQ) 0.0071695

The peak ground acceleration (PGA) is estimated through The McGuire (1978), Duggal

(I989) and Boore et al. (I 993) acceleration attenuation expression (equation 1, 2 and 3)

with the coefficients corresponding to the largest horizontal component of the PGA. The

acceleration range from O.Olg to 0.66g by an increment ofO.05g will be examined now.

Standard normal distribution forecasting model will be used in this section to determine

the probability that the PGA will exceed an acceleration of interest (acc;), given the

occurrence of an earthquake of magnitude M and at distance R. The standard error (0') of

Boore et al. (1993) attenuation relationship is 0.205 when the constants derived for

estimating the peak acceleration for the larger of two horizontal components.

P (PGA > accd EQ: R, M) = 1 - <p(IOg(aCC) -log(PGA) J
O"log/'(;1I

The above equation explains the probability that PGA will exceed an acceleration of

interest. given the occurrence of an earthquake of magnitude M and at distance R. A

Poisson forecasting model is employed to account for the probability that an earthquake
occurs.

" 111

P (PGA > acc; I EQ) = IIp (PGA >acc, :EQ: M
j
• R,) x.t;(MJx ~M/ n

k=1 j",1

Where n =No. of division of the earthquake source.

m = No. of magnitude suhintervals with increments of 0.5.

!:>.M =Magnitude subinterval increments = 0.5
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Annual probability of exceedence at different PGA is calculated and hazard curvc of

Dhaka city for source one (A 1) is obtained as in the f'igure 23. Same procedure is

repeated for other sources and obtained probabilities arc combined using the following
equation of statistics.

Combined probability = 1 - (1 - prb"",,,.,, Xl - prb"",m" ). (1 - prb",,,,,.,,).

Combined probability is calculated and scismic hazard curvc for Dhaka city is developed

and shown in the f'igurc 24. f'ollowing the same procedure Ihmml Curve of Chittagong

and Sylhet city arc developed and shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26.
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Figure 24 Seismic Hazard Curves using all source data for Dhaka using Boore et al. (1993),

McGuire (1978) and Duggal (1989) attenuation expression
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Figure 26 Seismic Hazard Curve for Sylhet city using Boore et al. (1993), McGnire (1978)

and Duggal (1989) attennation expression

3.8 DEVELOPMENT OF PGA CONTOUR MAP FOR BANGLADESH

Hazard curve of dilTerent latitude and longitude with grid interval of 0.3 degree arc

developed. PGA for 0.002 annual probability of exeeedenee arc picked and used to plot

the Seismic hazard map (PGA contour) of Bangladesh for ten percent probability of

exceedence in 50-years period. The map developed using Boore et al. (1993) acceleration

attenuation expression is shown in Figure 27 and that developed using MeGuire(l978)

and Duggal (1989) acceleration attenuation expression is shown in Figure 30 and Figure 33

respectively. PGA for 0.001 annual probability ofexceedence are picked and used to plot

thc PGA contour map of Bangladesh lor live percent probability of exccedence in 50-

years period. The maps are shown in Figure 28, rigure 31 and Figure 34. PGA for 0.0004

annual probability of exceedenee are picked and used to plot the PGA Contour Map of

Bangladesh for two pcrcent probability of exceedcnce in 50-years period. The maps are
shown in rigure 29, rigure 32 and Figure 35.
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Figure 27 Seismic hazard map of Bangladesh based on ten percent probability of exceedence

in 50-years period (nsing Boore et al. (1993) acceleration attenuation expression), contour

values are PGA in g
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Figure 28 Seismic hazard map of Bangladesh based on five percent probability of

exceedence in 50-years period (using Boore et at. (1993) acceleration attenuation

expression), contour values are PGA in g
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Figure 29 Seismic hazard map of Bangladesh based on two percent probability of

exceedence in 50-years period (using Boore et al. (1993) acceleration attenuation

expression), contour values are PGA in g
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Figure 30 Seismic hazard map of Bangladesh based on ten percent probability of exceedence

in 50-years period (using McGuire (1978) acceleration attenuation expression), contour

values are PGA in g
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Fignre 31 Seismic hazard map of Bangladesh based on five percent probability of

exceedence in 50-years period (nsing McGnire (1978) acceleration attennation expression),

contonr values are PGA in g
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Figure 32 Seismic hazard map of Bangladesh based on two percent probability of

exceedence in 50-years period (using McGuire (1978) acceleration attenuation expression),

contour values are PGA in g
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Figure 33 Seismic hazard map of Bangladesh based on ten percent probability of exceedence

in 50-years period (using Duggal (1989) acceleration attenuation expression), contour values

are PGA in g
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Figure 34 Seismic hazard map of Bangladesh based on five percent probability of

exceedence in 50-years period (using Duggal (1989) acceleration attenuation expression),

contour values are PGA in g
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Figure 35 Seismic hazard map of Bangladesh based on two percent probability of

exceedence in 50-years period (using Duggal (1989) acceleration attenuation expression),

contour values are PGA in g
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3.9 CONCLUDING REMARKS

r Identiiie,ltion or seismic sources requires some investigative work or geologic and

tectonic evidencc, or historical (prcinstrumcntal) seismicity. In this analysis the

historical seismicity is used and the other evidences can bc incorporated when reliable

data are obtained.

~ Uniform probability distributions arc assigned to each source zone implying that,

earthquakes are equally likely to occur at any point within the source zone. To

characterize the seismicity or each source zone, Gutenberg and Richter (1944) law for

earthquake recurrence is used. A basic assumption or PSI-jA is that the recurrence law

obtained from past seismicity (a and P of b-line) is appropriate for the prediction of

future seismicity.

~ Duggal, 1989 acceleration attenuation expressIOn is developed for alluvium soil of

Japan. As the soil of Bangladesh is alluvium and almost similar to that of Japan the

output obtained using Duggal expression is proposed.

~ Deterministic seismic hazard analysis is done for Dhaka city and PGA of O.18g is

proposed.

~ j-Iazard curves for Dhaka, Chittagong and Sylhet city are developed and curves

developed using Duggal, 1989 expression are proposed.

~ Seismic hazard maps of Bangladesh based on two, five and ten percent probability of

exceedence in fifty years period are developed. Hazard maps developed using Duggal,

1989 exprcssion arc proposed.
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4 FRAGILITY ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES

4.1 GENERAL

A limit-state fragility curve provides the conditional probability that the specified limit

state will be reached or exceeded as a function of the severity of the future ground motion

(I3azzurro et a!. 2004). The limit states in fragilities arc rclated to structure functionality

status and may be defined as global drift ratio, interstory drift ratio, maximum roof

displacement, story shear force or loss of dynamic capacity. The ground motion

intensities in the fragility functions can be spectral quantities, peak ground motion values,

earthquake intensities etc. Fragility curves involve uncertainties associated with dynamic

displacements produced by different ground motion records (even though they have same

intensity valuc), materinl properties, structure geometry, structure modcling and llnalysis

procedure.

For seismic assessment of structures, the knowledge of the nonlinear static behavior of a

spccific structure subjcctcd to incrementlll lateral deflection is used to infer its nonlinear

dynamic response expected for different levels of ground motion severity. Quantitative

measures of the implied degradation in structure safety is used to associate each of several

post-earthquake structural damage states with an appropriate post-earthquake structural

limit stntc that may imply somc dcgrce or occupancy reslrietions (c.g., yellow or red

tagging). These restrictions dictate the facility effectiveness of the structure in the

immediate aftermath of an earthquake and provide valuable information to estimate

expected downtimc. A unique aspect of this proccdurc is that the structure safety while in

a damaged state is measured in terms of its ability to protect occupants from death or

injury duc to aftershocks that might occur prior to its repair. Thc mainshock damage may

cause either decrcased global lateral collapse capacity, decreased seismic capacity with

respect to loss orvcrticnl resistance, locnlly or more widcly, to gravity and live loads. The

uncertainty inherent in building response and capacity for different ground motion levels

due to variability in construction and to uncertainty in structural evaluation process is

uscd to obtain the desired fragility curvcs for the different structural limit states.



4.2 METHODOLOGY

4.2.1 Development of Fragi lity Curves

The limit states in fragilities are related to loss of dynamic capacity. The ground motion

intensities in the fragility functions are spectral acceleration (8a) and peak ground
acceleration (PGA) incorporated with probability of exceedence. Fragility curves involve

uncertainties associated with dynamic response and material properties.

Limit States

The five limit states identified in increasing order of damage severity are:

Green tag, G: the structure is deemed fit for immediate occupancy.

Onset of Damage, 00: thc onsct of significant nonlinear behavior for different types of

structures. No limitations on post-earthquake access are implied by this limit state.

Yellow tag, Y: the structure is dccmcd fit far rcstrictcd occupancy. Thc acccss is limited

to specialized personnel only, until detailed engineering evaluation is completed.

Red tag, R: thc structure is deemed unsafe. Access is not allowed until completion of

detailed engineering evaluation, retrofit or rebuilding.

Collapse, C: the structure has collapsed or is on the vcrge of global instability or local

collapse.

Hcnce, the onset or damage limit state lies within the green tag state boundaries while the

collapse state is, of course, the most severe stage of the red tag condition. The tagging

criteria for Dhaka city used in this fragility analysis are determined through hazard curve

(Figure 38) developed using Duggal, 1989 attenuation expression as in and graphically

represented in Figure 39.

4.2.2 Fragility Analysis orStructurcs

For seismic assessment of structurcs, thc knowledge of the nonlinear static behavior of a

specific structure subjected to incremental lateral deflection is used to infer its nonlinear

dynamic response expected for different lcvels of ground motion severity. Quantitative

measures of the implied degradation in structurc safety is uscd to associate each of several

post-earthquake structural damage states with an appropriate post-earthquake structural

limit state that may imply some degree of occupancy restrictions (e.g., yellow or red



tagging). A unique aspect of this procedure is that the structure safety while in a damaged

state is measured in terms of its ability to protect occupants from death or injury due to

aftershocks that might occur prior to its repair. The mainshoek damage may cause either

decreased global lateral collapse capacity, or decreased seismic capacity with respect to

loss of vertical resistance, locally or more widely, to gravity and live loads.

The uncertainty inherent in building response and capacity for different ground motion

levels due to variability in construction and to uncertainty in dynamic response arc used

to obtain the desired li'agility curves for the different structural limit states.

STEP 1: Nonlinear Static Procedure (NSP) for the intact Structure

The seismic evaluation is performed using expected strength values rather than nominal

or lower bound strengths. The intent here is to estimate the realistic response of a

structure and not to apply conservative procedure to achieve a "safe" building design.

The NSf' curves, expressed in terms of base shear versus roof drift (i.e., roof displacement

divided by the height of the building) for the weaker direction of the structure are the

main products of the NSf' analysis. On the NSf' curves the major inelastic events that

occur in the structure (change of slope of quadrilinear approximation of SPO curve) along

with associated roof drift levels are identified. These major inelastic events sometimes

cause significant drops in the base shear or changes in the global stiffness of the building

which in turn transbte into changes in slope orthe NSf' eurve, as depicted in Pigurc 41.

As mentioned above, if local loss of vertical capacity at a certain damage state is likely,

then there is no need to continue the NSf' analysis is stopped. The inelastic events are to

be associated with specific damage states. Morc formally, the occurrence of the i'"major

inelastic event (or a set of events at approximately the same deformation level) identifies

the /, damage state, OS;. OS; is therefore defined by (a) a roof drift value, /',;, and (b) a

dctailed dcscription of the structural damage associated with that event, including whether

any clement has reaehed ultimate vertical eapacity. Each one of these damage states will

bc later associated with one (and only onc) structural limit state.

Open Sees (Mazzoni et al. 2005)

Open Sees is an object-oriented framcwork for finite elemcnt analysis. The software is

developed for the uscrs of research community. A kcy feature of OpenSees is the

interchangeability or components and the ability 10 integr:lte existing libraries and ncw
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components into the framework without the need to change the existing code. Core

components, that are the abstract base classes, define the minimal interface. Adding new

component classes is easier and all that is required can be accommodated.

Structure Model

The current version of OpenSees includes a general model-builder for creating two and

three dimensional li'ame and continuum models using a scripting language called TCL. A

typical frame is modeled as a three-dimensional fi'amcwork of beams and columns.

Beams and columns are modeled using force-based non-linear beam column elements

that consider the spread of plasticity along the length of the element. The integration

along the element is based on Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rule. A fiber section model at

each integration point, which in turn is associated with uniaxial material models and

enforces the Bernoulli beam assumption for axial force and bending, represents the force-

based clement. Centerline dimensions were uscd in the elemcnt modeling for all cases. In

this rescarch work to modcl rcinforccd concrctc framc structurc nonlincar bcam column

element and two materials from OpenSecs material library arc used. They are described
below.

Nonlinear' Beam Column Element (Mazzoni et al. 2005)

This element is used to construct a nonlinearBeamColumn element object, which is based

on the non-iterativc (or iterative) force formulation, and considers the spread of plasticity

along the clement. The c1emcnt is prismatic, i.e. thc beam is represented by the section
model identified at each integration point.

SteelOl Material (Mazzoni et al 2005)

It is used to construct a uniaxial bilinear steel material object with kinematic hardening

and optional isotropic hardening described by a non-linear evolution equation. The input
material properties are

Fy = yield strength

Eo = initial clastic tangent

b = strain-hardening ratio (ratio between post-yield tangent and initial elastic tangent)

The parameters are shown in Fi~ure 36.
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Figure 36 SteelO1Material - Material Parameters of Monotonic Envelope (after Mazzoni et

al. 2005)

ConcreteOl Material (Mazzoni et al 2005)

This material is used to construct a uniaxial Kent-Scott-Park concrete material object with

degraded linear unloading/reloading stifliless according to the work of Karsan-Jirsa and

no tensile strength. The input material properties are

fpc= concrete compressive strength at 28 days (compression is negative)*

ep"o = concrete strain at maximum strength'

fpclI= concrete crushing strength *

ep,lI = concrete strain at crushing strength*

The initial slope for this model is (2*j~c1cpsco).

The parameters are shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 37 Cone,-eteOI Material - Material Parameters (after Mazzoni et al. 2005)

STEP 2: NSP for" thc Damagcd Structlll"C

To evaluate the post-earthquake residual capacity of the building to withstand future

lateral loads, this step of the procedure requires obtaining the NSP curves for the building

in every damage state. NSP curves for each damage state are needed for characterizing

the residual lateral capacity left in the structure after different levels of damage that might

have been inflicted on it by the mainshock. The residual lateral capacity is the quantity

used when assigning a damage state to a structural limit state and therefore to a tagging

condition. The assessment of the residual lateral capacity of the building in the OS;

damage state is of interest provided that at the local level every damaged structural

member is still capable of carrying vertical loads. If there is loss ofloeal member vertical

capacity in the OS; damage state the building will be assigned a structural limit state that

corresponds to collapse.

The pushover curve for a structure at the onset-of-damage state (i.e., OS,) coincides with

that of the intact structure. NSP curves lor other damage states arc obtained simply by

assuming parallel-to-elastie unloading/re-loading that can result in comparablc estimates

of residual dynamic capacity. Unloading thc structure from a damage state may create an

initial offsct in the damaged-structure NSP curve due to the rcsidual permanent

displacement in the structure. The extent of this permanent displacement is somewhat an

artifact of applying a static procedure to modeling the dynamic response of the structure

subject to ground shaking. The residual displacement obtained from the NSP can be
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considered as an upper bound because the structure is not allowed to oscillate and

therefore return to a residual offset c10scr to its original upright position. The NSP curves

for the structure in the damaged conditions arc assumed to start from the origin of the

axes (i.e., no permanent displacement). The cffects of the expected (or measured)

dynamic residual offsets on the residual lateral capacities are accounted to infer dynamic

response. As illustrated in Figure 44, the horizontal shift of the NSP curves for the

damaged structures back to the origin does not shift the collapse (e.g., DS4) displacement.

However, the collapsc displacement will, in elrect, be reduced by the residual offset.

STEP 3: Inferring Dynamic Response from Static Response.

The nonlinear dynamic behavior of the structure in state is estimated here using the NSP

Curve and a (Microsoft Excel) spreadsheet SP02IDA (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2001 b;

Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002) software. The dynamic response of the intact structure is

evaluated for a full range of potential mainshock ground motion levcls. The rcsult of this

operation, which is the dynamic counterpart of the static pushover curve, is the

Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) curve (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2001 a). The use

of the SP02IDA tool requires that the NSP's used as input be normalized in both axes

(i.e., base shear, BS, vs. roof drift, 11) by the corresponding quantities at the incipient

yielding of the structure.

Intact Structure

The IDA curve is used in the opposite direction, namcly (0 obtain (he mainshock median

ground motion level, S", that is expected to cause the intact structure to end up in each of

the identified damage states, OS;. Such S" values can be read off the IDA curves at the

roof drift values 11; associated with such states. Figure 45 shows a typical output of the

SP02IDA tool where the NSP curve is the input and the IDA curve is the output. In

Figure 45 the deformation measure on the weaker axis is the roof global ductility ratio, Il,

which is the ratio of the roof drift to (he roof drift at the incipient yielding. Further the

IDA curve defincs the global collapsc capacity (indicated by a circlc in Figurc 45) of the

intact structure. The median IDA curve is considered.

Damaged structure

The same SP02IDA spreadsheet provides an estimate of (S",c"p); as one of the points of

the IDA for the damaged structure. The IDA curves for the damaged structures will



generally provide estimates of the residual capacities, (Sa,cap);, that are not equal to that of

the intact structure. The estimates of the median capacity for the intact stmcture and for

the damage state DSI, which dcfincs the Onset of Damagc statc, arc thc same. All the

damage states that do show loss 01" local vertical capacity will be automatically associated

with collapse.

STEP 4: Occupancy Status for Damaged Structure.

The limit states arc determined from the 1.lazard curve 01" the site. If the proposed tagging

criteria were simply based on maximum acceptable collapse risk of the partially damaged

building, however, the green, yellow, and red tag areas in Figure 39 would be oblique

bands delimited by straight lines of constant P values. The diagonal bands in Figure 39,

however, are delimited by horizontal lines drawn at constant values of capacity loss of

2%, 20%, and 40%.

STEP 5: Ground Motion Level Associated with a Structural Limit State

The proposed tagging approach coupled with the IDA curve for the intact structure leads

to the identification 01" the median spectral capacity values associated with the onset of

post-earthquake tagging status, denoted SaLS for limit state LS (e.g., LS equal to OD,

onset of damage; Y, yellow; R, red; or Call, collapse). Identifying the median spectral

capacity value for the green tag state is not necessary. As mentioned earlier, this IDA-

based procedure has identified the median spectral acceleration value corresponding to

the onset of a given structural limit state. The ground motion intensity (i.e., spectral

acceleration) at which the limit state (and associated tagging) will occur cannot, in fact,

be predicted perfectly. The value just identified is a "best guess", and it is assumed

therefore that there is a 50-50 chance that the limit/tagging state (or worse) will be

observed if this ground motion occurs at the site. There is a smaller chance at lower

ground motion levels and a larger chance at higher levels.

These chances are first quantified by estimating the dispersion, ~, which is a combined

measure of two basic kinds of uncertainty: aleatory uncertainty (or randomness) and

epistemic uncertainty.

Aleatory uncertainty (/l,J

Aleatory portion of the dispersion, (JR, depends on the initial period of vibration of the

structure. On average, the values of (l/( follow the trcnd shown in Figure 16, namely short-
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period (high-frequency) structures show more record-to-record variability In their

displacements (or correspondingly, in the spectral acceleration at which a given

displacement or damage state is first observed). rurther the response dispersion is larger

for larger degrees of nonlinearity, especially when the ground motion is near the collapse

capacity. This difference is captured in the four curves presented in Figure 16, one

corresponding to collapse, onc to ,hc Rcd- and Ycllow-tag conditions, and one to the less

severe Onset-of-Damage limit statc.

Epistemic Uncertainty (flu)

In this study variability in concrete compressive strength, column depth and column cover

is used to determine epistemic uncertainty (flu). The epistemic uncertainty, flu, reflects the

professional confidcnce that the selected model and the analysis procedure will predict

accurate results. For example, the values for fill will be larger (i.e., one will have less

confidence) for complex, older structures modeled using a simplified model and untested

material properties than for a clean, modern steel moment-resisting frame whose

properties have been well determined and whose model has been developed with extreme

care to details. Similarly the confidence in the results increases with the level of effort in

the structural modeling.

Total Uncertainty (fl)

Finally the valuc of net dispersion, ~, to be used in thc determination of the fragility curve

(STEP 6) is the SRSS value and can be obtained from equation (6):

STEP 6: Computation of the Fragility Curves

The fragility curve (Figure 58) for a given structural limit state LS (LS equal to onset of

damagc, grccn, ycllow, red-, or collapsc slalc) provides lhc annual probability that the

intact building will end up in the specified limit state (or worse) given the occurrence at

the site of an earthquake ground motion of intensity Sa. The fragility curve, for the

yellow-tag state, for example, is denoted as F}(S,,). Based on the common lognormal

assumption, the curve's estimation for the generic structural limit state LS requires two

parameter values, a median S/s value and a measure of dispersion, ~. The former is the

central value of the lOurvethal corrcspond to an cxceedanclO probability of"50%, the latter

controls its slope (the Inrgcr thc [J valuc, tbe /lattcr thc curvc). Valucs of .~",..\' and ~ are

provided ill STEP 5. The former parameter is referred to as the median spectral capacity
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value of that limit state. The fragility curve, 1"1.s(8,,), for the generic structural limit state

LS is plotted using equation 3.

It should be noted that in Figure 58 fragility curve for onset of damage (OD) is the

steepest of the four because the value of ~ is the smallest. The opposite is true for the

fragility curve corresponding to the collapse state.

4.3 DEfINING LIMIT STATES FROM I-IAZARD CURVE

The proposed criteria for tagging damaged buildings, in whichever damage states they
may be, are expressed in terms of:

Po, the building-site-specific mean annual frequency (MAF) of exeeedance of the ground

motion corresponding to thc median capacity, (Sa.cap)l, of the building in its intact

conditions. Po, which refers to the pre-earthquake conditions, can be obtained using

Probabilistic Seismic I-fazard Analysis (PSI-fA) of building-site.

P, is the building-site-specific MAF of the aftershock ground motion corresponding to the

median capacity, (Sa.cap)j, of the building in the damage state DSj. The primary criteria

proposed here implicitly assume that one can use the pre-mainshock hazard or MAF,

which is more familiar and more readily available, as a proxy for evaluating the post-

mainshock or "aftershock hazard. Here to define limit states from seismic hazard of

Dhaka city the hazard curve (Figure 38) developed using Duggal 1989 acceleration
attenuation expression is used.
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Figure 38 Seismic Hazard Curves for Dhaka city using Duggal (1989) acceleration

attenuation expression

The proposed primary tagging criteria are displayed in graphical form in Figure 39. The

values of the quantities in Figure 39 and in the text are proposed for Dhaka city and

should be reevaluated for other sites and structures of different importance. The figure has

two scales for the ordinates, the percentage of loss in SlI.ClIP and the ratio of PlPo that

measures the incre'lse in frequency of cxcceding the mcdian rcsidual capacity of the
building damaged by the mainshock.
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Figure 39 (a) Graphical representation of the proposed taggiug criteria.

(b) Average relationship for loss of ground motiou capacity and rate of increase in

mean annual frequency of exceedance of ground motion for Dhaka city

The criteria can be summarized as follows. Any building is identified by a particular

value of Po that can be computed during "peace" time before any earthquake has

occurred. A larger value of Po implies that the building is either relatively "weak", or that

it is located in an area of higher seismic hazard compared to that considered in the

original design, or a combination of both. The opposite is true for lower values of Po.

How the color of the tag changes with capacity loss can be found by searching on a

vertical line at that specific value of Po. Therefore a building whose Po is equal, for

example, to 3 x 10-4needs to be damaged severely enough to loose about 5% of its initial

capacity before it is tagged Y and about 30% before it is tagged R. If the intact building

had been much weaker or in a harsher seismic environment such that its value of Po were

equal, for example, to I x 10.3, then a nominal loss of lateral capacity of only 2% or larger

would cause the building to be red-tagged (Bazzurro et aI. 2004). No yellow tag could be

assigned in this case; the tag would be either green or red. Conversely a much stronger

building with Po smaller than 2 x 10-4would need to lose 20% of its original capacity

before being tagged Yellow and 40% to be tagged Red (Bazzurro et aI. 2004) ..
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As stated above, the primary tagging criteria explicitly consider the likclihood, P, that the

damagcd-building capacity is exceeded but the computation of P is performed for

simplicity using pre-mainshock PSI-IA. In this study for the boundaries between green

and yellow tags and between yellow and red tags, respectively, P values to be equal to 2%

in 50 years (mean rcturn period, MRP, of 2,475 years) and 5% in 50 years (MRP of 975

years) are selected. These valucs, which represcnt quantitative measures of acceptable

risk, should be modilicd according to thc building imporlance and severity of failure
consequences.

If the proposed tagging criteria were simply based on maximum acceptable collapse risk

of the partially damaged building, however, the green, yellow, and red tag areas in Figure

39 would be oblique bands delimited by straight lines of constant P values. The diagonal

bands in Figure 38, however, are dclimited by horizontal lines drawn at constant values of
capacity loss 01'2%. 20%. and 40%.

4.4 FRAGILITY ANALYSIS OF A TYPICAL THREE STOREY

REINFORCED CONCRETE FRAME STRUCTURE

A typical three storey two by two building frame is analyzed. The plan, elevation and

column and beam sections are shown in Figure 40. The building is designed for gravity

load. Three dimcnsional models arc created and static displacement controlled pushover

analysis is donc using Opcnsccs 1.0.2 (M"zzoni lOt"I 2(05). Output of' SPO analysis is

read and statistical calculation for development of fragility curves of different limit states
is done in Matlab7.1.
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Figure 40 The piau, elevation and column and beam sections of the typical three storey

building frame

Frame Structure Model

Three dimensional model of the typical frame structure is created in Opensees 1.6.2 using

tel command language. The input parameters are stated in Table 5.

Table 5 Input parameters of the frame structure:

Parameter Uncertainty Quantity Dispersion
"Beam depth No 15.00 in

Beam width No 10.00 in

50 percentile = 12.00 in
Column dcpth Ycs 12.00 in 25 pcrccntilc = 11.75 in

75 percentile = 12.25 in
Column width No 12.00 in
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Parameter Uncertainty Quantity
Dispersion"y "A~i""f~f~~~(1£--'- -c>.'"
50 percentile - 2.50 in

Covcr Ycs 2.50 in 25 percentile = 2.25 in

75 percentile = 2.75 in
Concrete eompressi vc

4.0 ksi (mean) 50 perccntile = 4.0 ksi
strength Yes standard dev. 25 percentile = 3.5 ksi(I') =0.8 ksi 75 perccntile = 4.5 ksi
Concrete modulus of

57 ~(/~ x I000)Yes
elasticity (Eel

Concrete strain at
No 0.0025maximum strcngth

Concrctc crushing
Yes O.lf;:strength

Concrctc strain at
No 0.004crushing strength

----

Steel yield strength No 40.0 ksi
Steel modulus of

No 29000.0 ksielasticity

Strain-hardening ratio
No 0.02of stcel

Steel area in column No 4 - #6

bot. 2-#5
-

Steel area in beam No
top 3-#5

Lump mass 111 each ten percent of columnNo 86.4 kipfloor
capacity--Gravity load on tcn percent of columnNo 10.0 kipcolumn or cach noor
calXlcity

Span No 2@l2.0ft
------------ _ .•..Bay No 2@15.0fi

floor to floor height No 10.0 ft
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Step 1: Nonlinear Static Pushover Analysis of the Intact Structure
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NSP is performed on the intact structure with the parameter stated above. The solid line in

the Figure 41 is the spa curve and dashed line is the quadrilinear approximation of the

spa curve. The damage states are identified as in Table 6 and specified on the curve of

Figurc 41. These choices of damage st~ltes arc not unique. Any other point relating to a

change in any structure properties can be chosen as a damage state. Later, these damage

states will be associated to different structural limit states.

Figurc 41 Non liucar static pushovcr Clll'VC for thc intact structurc

Table 6 Identification of damage states

Damage States Selection criteria Roofdrift Remark
",

DSI (Onset of Starting of nonl inear
Damage) behavior /:'1 = 0.0060 Yielding point

Smaller drops are due to
First considerable yielding of beam steel andDS2 /:'2 = 0.0195<1mI'"I' h:lse site:lr I:lrger drops .Ire due to

yielding of column steel.
-- -----_._-------- -------------I-_~
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flDS2 = 0.020

flOD = 0.006

Output of Step 1

Roof drift at Onset of damage,

Roof drift at DS2.

-----
As roof drift is high

Last considerable (>0.03), can also beDS] drop oj' base shear lJ.3 = O.OJ22 considered as J'ailure. lnfill
belore 1~lilure and diaphragm may

damage completely.

Structural element may be
Failure of one a beam or a column. AsDS4 (Collapse)
structural elemcnt lJ.4 = 0.04 I7

roof drift is very high, P- lJ.

effect is signi ficant.

Roof drift at DS3, flDS] = 0.032

Roof drift at Collapse. fleoJp = 0.042

Stcp 2: NSP Curvcs for thc Damagcd Stnlctul'C

The assessment of the residual lateral capacity of the building in the DS
j

damage state is

of interest provided that at the local level every damaged structural member is still

capable of carrying vertical loads. If there is loss of local member vertical capacity in the

DSj damage state the building will be assigned a structural limit state that corresponds to
collapse.

The pushover curve for a structure at the onsct-of:damage state (i.e., DSJ) coincides with

that of the intact structure. NSP curves for other damage states are obtained simply by

assuming parallel-to-clastic unloading/re-Ioading (Figure 42 and Figure 43) that can result

in comparable estimates of residual dynamic capacity. Unloading thc structure from a

damage state may crcate an initial offsct in the damaged-structure NSP curve due to the

residual pcrmancnt displacement in thc structurc. Thc cxtent of this permanent

displaccmcnt is somewlwt an aJ'lil~Jetoj' applying a sl~Jtie procedure to modeling the

dynamic response of the structure subject to ground shaking. The residual displacement

obtained from the NSP can be considered as an upper bound because the structure is not

allowed to oscillate and therefore return to a residual offset closer to its original upright
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position. The NSP curves for the structure in the damaged conditions are assumed to start

from the origin of the axes (i.e., no permanent displacement). The effects of the expected

(or measurcd) dynamic rcsidual offscts on thc rcsidual latcral capacitics arc accounted to

infer dynamic response. As illustrated in Figure 44, the horizontal shift of the NSP curves

for the damagcd structures baek to the origin does not shirt the collapse (c.g., DS
4
)

displacement.

120

100

--Intact spa Curve

- DS2 SPO Curve

- - - - DS2 SPO Curve (Quadrilinear Approximation)
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, I '
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".j
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Figul'c 42 Nou lincal' static pushovcl' CUI'VC for damagc statc DS2

The damaged structure NSP's (Figure 42) display a large initial rcsidual static offset that

is an artificial product of the static way in which the structurc has been loadcd' and

unloaded (0 reneel thc Illainshock rcsponse. For (hc samc maximum displaccmcnt, on

averagc a comparatively mueh smaller residual offset would be expected in a proper

dynamic analysis. We have chosen therefore in these guidclines to remove that offset by

shifting the damaged NSP's back to zero offset, as shown in Figure 18. Note that this shift

does not reduce the roof drift at which collapsc is predicted.
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Fi~urc 43 Nou lincar static pushovcr curvc for damagc statc DS3
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Figurc 44 Quadrilinear approximation ofDS2 NSP CUM'C, wi;;, :I"d without offset

Output of Step 2

From Figure 41 to Figure 44.
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Step 3: Inferring dynamic Response from Static Response.

The Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) curves are obtained from the NSP curves using

the SP0211)A solhv"re. To m"leh the input requirements I(,r Ihis so/hv,lI'(; sever"l simple

steps of straight-I inc "pproximalion or the NSP's and normalization of thc axes arc

conducted. The normalized IDA that is output is then being "de-normalized" for proper

interpretation. In order to be used in the SP02IDA spreadsheet, the NSP curves need be

approximated by no more than four straight lines. The piecewise linear fit of the NSP

curves is also shown in Figure 41 to Figure 44.

The NSP curvcs in Figure 41 to Figure 44 are in terms of base shcar and roof drift. The

SP021DA spreadsheet requircs normalized NSP curves expressed in terms of global

ductility ratio, fl, and the ratio, R, of the base shear (BS), to the base shear at incipient

yielding (BSy;). Henec, the following normalization step is performed on NSP results

from Step 2. Each NSP curve is considered separately, and the point corresponding to

first yiclding is selected on each or them (OS I, DS2, and DS3 marks in Figure 41). The

ordinates of these points arc callcd I3Sy' and L\y;. Using R, = I3S,If3Sy', and fl, = L\;lL\y;, the

input for SP02lDA is as shown in Table 7.

Table 7 Point of normalized quadriliniear NSP curves

'" , Point 1 (Origin) Point 2 (Yield) Point 3 (OS,) Point 4 (OS,) ')i' liP~int 5 (DS4{1,1iI;:'
~ R ~ R ~ R ~ R ~ ., >( Rz.

Intact a 0 1 I 3.28 1.19 5.41 0.78 7.00 0.78
os, a 0 1 1 1.54 1.10 2.95 0.72 6.44 0.72
os, a 0 1 I 8.97 1.00---_.-

Using the NSf' curves in Table 6 as an input to the Sf'02IDA spreadsheet produces the

dynamic fl vs. R relationships (i.e., the IDA curves) for the intact structure and the

damaged state structures. The normalized NSP and IDA curve for the intact structure are

shown in Figure 45. The SP02lDA output is in terms of normalized drift (J1 = L\/L\y) and

normalized spectral acceleration, R = Sa/Say, where Say, is the yield acceleration to be

discussed below.

As stated, the IDA eurves in Figure 45 and FiJ.:lIl'e4(, "re in terms or fl (ductility) and R,

where R is now to be interpreted as SalSay'A "de-norrnalization" process is performed to

produce more meaningful IDA curves directly in terms of roof drift vs. Sa. Table 8 and

Table 9 demonstrate this procedure. Table 8 and
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Table 9 show the results of de-normalizing the abscissa or displacement mus, by

multiplying the ;.J's by the yield drifts (0.006 from Point 2 of Figure 41) and show the

ordinate transformation. For the intact structure, R is multiplied by Say,which is estimated

by BSy (58 kip) divided by the product of the mass of the structure (260 kip) and the first-

mode participation factor (0.87). The first-mode participation factor is determined from

eigenvalue analysis of the structure. Opensees 1.6.2 gives the eigenvectors matrix and

. participation factor is determined from the matrix (APPENDIX B). Natural period of the

structure is also obtained from eigenvalue analysis and is found to be 0.3 second.

Similarly the IDA curves of damaged structures are also determined and shown in Figure

47.
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Figure 45 Normalised NSP curve and IDA curves for the intact structure
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Fignre 46 Incremental dynamic analysis C("-Yesflll- damage state DS2

Table 8 Normalized (median) IDA curves obtained via the SP02IDA spreadshect

I~t' Point I (Origin) Point 2 (Yield) Point 3 (DS,) Point4 (DS,) Point 5 (DS,)

Ji.'r:~',i:'. IJ R IJ R IJ R IJ R IJ R
Intact 0 0 1 I 3.28 2.50 5.41 3.05 7.00 3.20
DS, 0 0 1 I 1.54 1.40 2.95 2.00 6.44 2.60
DS, 0 0 1 I 8.00 1.00

Table 9 Un-normalizcd (mcdian) IDA curves

Point I (Origin) Point 2 (Yield) Point 3 (DS,) Point 4 (DS,) Point 5 (DS,)
, Drill Sa (g) Drill Sa (g) Drill Sa (g) Drift Sa (g) Drift Sa (g)
Intact 0 0 0.006 0.256 0.020 0.641 0.032 0.782 0.042 0.820
DS, 0 0 0.006 0.256 0010 0.359 0019 0.513 0.042 0.667-
DS, 0 0 0.005 0.225 0.042 0.225-

The IDA curves for the intacl structure and for structure in different damage statcs

expressed all in terms of the spectral acceleration at the fundamental period of the intact

structure are shown in Fignre 47. Likc the NSP curves (c.g., Figure 44) they are dcrived

fi'om, howcver, thcsc IDA curves assume no residual onset aner the mainshock. As in

Table 9 for the intact structure spcctral acceleration at yield Sa)' (O.256g) is obtained from

analysis. For the structure in damage state DS2 spectral acceleration at yield Say was

obtained O.32g, which is larger than that of the intact structure. This is due to the
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procedure of obtaining spa curve for the damage state DS2 (parallel to clastic unloading-

reloading at DS2). The behavior of the structural elcmcnts which start to damage bcfore

damage state DS2 is not considered (DS I to DS2 portion of the intact SPO curve). So Say

of intact structure (0.256g) is considered as So' !l,,' DS2.

0.070.06

--Intact Slructure
----DS2
-.---DS3

0.050.040.030.020.01

-----_._---_._._-_._._-_._._--

0.9

0.8
bil~ 0.7
"0.~0.6
"<; 0.5u
u-<
] 0.4
u

0.3"0.<Il

0.2

0.1

0

0

RoorDrill

liigurc 47 IDA eun'es for the intact structure and for the damaged structure in damage

slalcs DS2 and DS3

Output of Step 3

For the intact structure four structural damage states are attaincd at four different spcctral

accelerations.

Onset of damage (DS I) O.26g

Damagc state DS2 O.64g

Damage state DS3 O.78g

Collapsc (DS4) 0.82g

The capacity of the intact structure and residual capacity of damaged structure arc

obtained and as follows:
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----- --Stru~lure ~lll1ditioJl CapacilY

Inlact slructure 0.82g

Damaged structure DS2 0.G7g

Damaged struclure DS3 0.23g

Damaged structure DS4 0
-_.-

STEP 4: Occupancy Status fOI" Damaged Structure

In this step, what limit or tagging states to associate with each of the damage states are

determined. The simplest case, the onsel of damage limit state, is predicted to occur at a

drin of O.G% and spectral acceleration of 0.2Gg. From Figure 47 the intact structure will

reach the 4.2% drill that implies collapse at a Su valuc of 0.82g. From Normalized

Rcsponse Speetr'l or Figure I. /,", a slruelure of period O.]see the ralio or spectral

acccleration to maximum ground motion is 2.5. So corresponding pick ground motion of

Sa = 0.82g is 0.33g. From seismic hazard curve for Dhaka city of Figure 38 the mean

annual frequency of exceedence of PGA 0.33g is Gx I0-; (=1'0). As in Figure 39 for a

structure of Po = Gx I0.
5

the criteria (loss of spectral acceleration) for structural limit states
Yellow Tag and Red Tag arc

Tagging eondi lion Loss of S" eapaeily
--_._--_ .._-Onset of Yellow 20'10

Onsel of Red 40%

From the results of STEP 3, the (median) S" capacity estimates of the damaged structures
and loss of S" capacity are as in Table 10.

Table 10 Dyn'"llie capacity ,mel loss or dynamic e;lpaeily of the structure al laur
structural damage stales

---_._- ------- ,-- -----_.--Damaged structures S" Residual Sa capacity Loss of Sa capacity
Onset of damage 0.26g 0.82g 0%

...._.- --._-.- .-.-DS2 O.G4g O.67g 18.3%
'-- . ----_._._--- -DS3 0.78g 0.23g 72.0%

Collapse (054) 0.82g 0.00 100%'---._----_._-- - ._._-- ------_.- --_._-_. -- -- - -----
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These arc the aftershock ground motion inlensities (as measured in terms of 0.2 sec

period Sa) that arc expected to cause (local) collapse of the damaged structures. To

determine the tagging states associated with OS2 ancl OS3 the loss in capacity and the

probability of an aliersboek (bere probability of aliersbock is considered same as tbal of

mainshoek) causing a collapse of tbe damaged structure arc considered. From Figure 39

the damage state DS2 is green-lagged whereas DS3 is red-tagged. The damage state OS4,

which is associated with local collapse, is by del~lult tagged red and it is used here as

describing the incipient collapse for the purpose of developing fragility curves.

Output of Stcp 4

Tagging of four structural damagc states

Structural damage states Tag

Onset of damage (OS I) Green

Damage statc DS2 Grecn

Damage state DS3 Red

Collapse (OS4) Red
..

STEP 5: GI'olind Motion Lcvel at Incipicnt Stl'uctllra! Limit Statc

In this step, the mainshoek ground motion intensity tbat is expected to bring the intact

structure to the verge of each relevant structural limit state is identified. Figure 48 is

drawn using the result of Table 10 obtained in step 4.
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l'igure 48 Loss of Sa capacity at different spectral acceleration

From Figure 48 20% Sa capacity loss (onsct of yellow tag state) is associated with

spcctral accelcration of 0.65g and 40% Sa capacity loss (onsct of rcd tag state) is with

spcctral acceleration of O.72g. From Figure 47 corresponding roof drift values are 2.1%

and 2.7% respectively. Dividing the spectral acceleration by the ratio 2.5, obtained from

Figure 1, main shock ground motions causing the onset of all limit statcs are calculated

and given in the Table 11. Estimatcd values of the median spcctral acceleration, median

roof drift and corresponding main shock ground motions causing the onset of all limit

states are shown in Table 11. These correspond to thc mcdian values of the limit state
fragility curvcs.

Table 11 Median spectral acceleration, median roof drift and corresponding main shock

ground motions causing the onsct of four structural limit states

1,;Structurallimit statcs Spectral acceleration Roof drift Ground motion (PGA )
Onset of damage 0.26g 0.006 0.10g
Onset of yellow 0.65g 0.021 0.25g

----- _.
Onset ofrcd O.72g 0.027 0.29g
Onsct of collapsc 0.82g 0.042 0.33g
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Estimation of Dispcl'sion (ll)

The values of aleatory uncertainty (flu) arc taken li'om Figure 16. As per BNBC, 1993

natural period of a three storey RCC li'ame structure building is 0.3 sec and lor that

natural period flR values arc obtained and shown in Table 12.

Table 12 Aleatory uncertainty (fiR) for lour structural limit states of the structure

Structural limit states OD OY OR OC
f3R 0.31 0.35 0.42 0.57

The cpistemie uncertainty (flu) is determined considering uncertainty oj' three major

structural paramcters, which uncertainties arc common in Bangladcsh. The input

percentile values of those parameters are as in Table 13.

Table 13 Uncertainty of three major structural parameters

Parameter Mean value Percentile value Uncertainty
Concrete

50 percentile = 4.0 ksi
compressive strength 4.0 ksi (mean)

25 percentile = 3.5 ksi PIV;) standard dev. = 0.8 ksi
75 percentile = 4.5 ksi

50 pcrcentilc = 12.00 in
Column depth 12.00 in 25 pcrcentile = 11.75 in Ih

75 percentile = 12.25 in

50 percentile = 2.50 in
Cover 2.50 in 25 percentile = 2.25 in fl3

75 percentile = 2.75 in

Dctermination offll

From step one to step four are executed two times with V;:) = 3.5 ksi (25 percentile

value) and C;;:) = 4.5 ksi (75 percentile value), keeping other parameters unchanged. Two

SPO curves together with the SPO curve obtained using 50 percentile value arc shown in
Figure 49.
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Figure 49 NOll linear static push over curves obtained using three percentile values of

conel'etc compressive sh'cligth

The damage states are identified for all the SPO curves and the roof drift values are as in
Table 14.

Table 14 Roof drift values offom damage states

..)

4.0 ksi

4.5 ksi

3.5 ksi

DSI

0.006

0.006

0.006

DS2

0.020

0.025

0.014

DS3

0.032

0.027

0.028

DS4

0.042

0.050

0.042

For (j:~)=4.5ksi onset of collapse is assumcd to OCCurat a roof drift value of 0.05 due to

loss of vertical load bearing capacity. Thc Incrcmental dynamic analysis (IDA) curves are

obtained from the NSP curvcs using thc SP021DA sofiware for the intact structures with

concrete of three (1;') value and shown in Figure 50 and the spectral acceleration values,

obtained are as in Table IS.
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Figure 50 The Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) cUI'Ves,obtained from the NSI' cUI'Ves

for the intact strnctnres with concrete of three (;;,) valnes

Table 15 Spectral acccicration valucs of four structural damage states

Damage States
DSI DS2 DS3 DS4

4.0 ksi

4.5 ksi

3.5 ksi

0.256g

0.265g

0.253g

0.641g

0.790g

0.470g

0.782g

0.821g

0.708g

0.820g

0.979g

0.801g

So the dynamic capacities of intact structures with concretc of three (;;;) values arc as
follows.
., ". (j:) Capacity

4.0 ksi 0.820g
4.5 ksi 0.979g
3.5 ksi O.801g
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DSI DS2 OS3 OS4(I:)
4.0 ksi 0.82g 0.67g 0.23g 0
4.5 ksi 0.98g 0.90g 0.29g 0
3.5 ksi 0.80g 0.76g 0.27g 0

Similarly the re~idual dynamic capacitic~ of damaged ~lruclurc~ arc obtained and shown

in Table 16. The residual capacities for damage state OS 1 arc samc as those of the intact
structures.

Table 16 Residual dynamic capacities of damaged ~lruclurcs

From the results shown In Table IG, the pcrccnl lo~s of .S;, capacity for cach case IS

obtained as in Table 17.

Table 17 Percent loss of Sa capacity at four structural damage statcs

.~" Damage States
OSI OS2 OS3 OS4'~(ji~

4.0 ksi 0% 18.3% 72.0% 100%
4.5 ksi 0% 8.2(% 70.0% 100%
3.5 ksi 0% 5.0% 66.3% 100%

Figure 51 is drawn using the result of Table 15 and Table 17.
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Figure 51 Loss orslI capacily at different spectral acceleration

From Figure 51 and Figure 50 estimated values of spectral acceleration and roof drift

causing the onsct of all limit states arc shown in Table 18.

Table 18 Spectral acceleration and roof drili causing the onset of four structural limit

states

Limit States Onset of Onset of Onset of red Onset of
damage yellow collapse

Sa (g) Drift Sa (g) Drift Sa (g) Drift Sa (g) . Drift
4.0 ksi 0.256 0.006 0.65 0.021 0.72 0.027 0.82 0.042
4.5 ksi 0.265 0.006 0.80 0.025 0.82 0.026 0.98 0.050
3.5 ksi 0.253 0.006 0.54 0.02 I 0.62 0.027 0.80 0.042

/3, values are calculated using equation (7).

fJ - 1 I (Sa)
:::::> -:;; n S~-'
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Where,

Sa = percentile Sa value

~ J ')S; = median Sa value

x = -0.67,0.0,0.67 lor 25 perccnlilc, 50 pcrccntilc and 75 percentile valuc rcspcctively.

/1, values are obtained and shown in Table 19.

Table 19p, values

Limit State

25%-tile value

75%-tile valuc

Average

OD

0.018

0.052

0.035

OY

0.277

0.310

0.294

OR

0.223

0.194

0.209

OC

0.037

0.266

0.152

Determination of [12

Similar approach is executed with column depth = 12.0 in (50 percentile), 12.25 in (75
percentile) and 11.75 in (25 percentile), keeping other parameters unchanged. Three SPO

curves obtained using defferent percentile values are shown in Figure 52.
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Figure S2 NOll Iincar static push over curves obtained using three percentile values of

column depth
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Thc d:lIlwgc stalcs arc idcntified I()r all the S\'O curves :l1ld Ihe 1'001' drin valuc;s arc; as in

Table 20.

Table 20 Roof drift values of four damage states

DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4

12.00 in 0.006 0.020 0.032 0.042

12.25 in 0.006 0.021 0.033 0.050
11.75 in 0.006 0.018 0.019 0.029

The Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) curvcs arc obtained from the NSP curves using

the SP02IDA software for the intact structures and median IDA curves are shown in

Figure 53 and the spectral acceleration values, obtained arc as in Table 21.
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Figure 53 The Inerelllentall1ynalllie analysis (IDA) curves, obtainel1 frolll the NSP curves

for the intact stl'Uetures with three percentile values of wluIllul1epth
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Tablc 21 Spcclral acccleration of foul' struclural damagc slalcs

'~

DSI DS2 DS3 DS4Column dept
"
12.00 in 0.256g 0.641g 0.782g 0.820g
12.25 in 0.264g 0.697g 0.832g 0.937g
11.75 in 0.253g 0.619g 0.624g 0.685g

So for the intact structures with three percentile values of column depth the dynamic
capacities are as follows.

Similarly the residual dynamic capacilics of damaged structures are obtained and shown

in Table 22. The residual capacities for damage state DS I arc same as those of the intact

I>' i" Column depth Capacity
12.00 in 0.820g
12.25 in 0.937g
11.75 in 0.685g

structures.

Table 22 Residual dynamic capacities of damaged structures

~s DSI DS2 DS3 DS4Column dept 1

12.00 in 0.82g 0.67g 0.23g 0
12.25 in 0.94g 0.83g 0.25g 0
11.75 in 0.69g 0.58g 0.25g 0

From the results shown in Table 22, the percent loss of Sa capacities are obtained as in
Table 23.

Table 23 Percent loss of Sa capacity at four structural damage stales

:~~s DSI DS2 DS3 DS4,colwnn dept 1

12.00 in 0% 18.3% 72.0% 100%
12.25 in 0% 11.7% 73.4% 100%
11.75 in 0% 15.9% 63.8% 100%
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Table 24 Spectral acceleration and roof drift causing the onset of four structural limit
states

100.00~o.oo

- Colullln depth =:; 12.00 in
- - - - Column depth = 12.25 in
- - - .. Co III mn depth = II. 75 in

60.0040.00

Loss of Sa Capacity (percent)

20.00

Figure 54 Loss of Sa capacity at different spectral acceleration
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i'igurc 54 is drawn using lhe result of Table 21 and Table 23.

From Figure 54 and Figure 53 estimated values of spectral acceleration and roof drift
causing the onset of all limit slales arc sbown in Table 24.

~

Onset of . Onset of Onsct of red Onset of
I~••

.'
damage yellow collapse

"

~olumn dept 1

""No,
Sa (g) Drift Sa (g) Drift Sa (g) Drift Sa (g) Drift

' .~,
,r~,

12.00 in 0.256 0.006 0.65 0.021 0.72 0.027 0.82 0.04212.25 in 0.264 0.006 0.73 0.023 0.78 0.028 0.94 0.05011.75 in 0.253 0.006 0.63 0.021 0.66 0.024 0.69 0.029



Ih values arc calculated from equation (3) and obtained as in Table 25.
Table 25 li2 values

~e OD OY OR OCObtained frO!

25%-tile value 0.018 0.047 O. I3 0.258
75%-tile value 0.046 0.173 0.12 0.204
Average 0.032 0.1 10 0.125 0.231

Determination of /13

Similarly Ii] is determine from varying column cover = 2.50 in (50 percentile), 2.25 in (25

percentile) and 2.75 in (75 percentile), keeping other parameters unchanged. Three SPO

curves obtained using different percentile values are shown in Figure 55.
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Figure 5S NOll I~ncar static flush over curves obtained using thr'cc percentile values of

column covel"

The damagc statcs are identified for all the SPO curvcs and thc roof drift valucs arc as in
Table 26.
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Table 26Table 26 Roof drill values of (our damage stales

Damage States
DSI DS2 DS3 DS4Column cover

»,

2.50 in 0.006 0.020 0.032 0.042
2.75 in (J.006 0.022 0.026 0.050
2.25 in 0.006 0.015 0.016 0.033

The Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) eurvcs arc obtaincd from the NSP curvcs using

the SP021DA software lor the intact structurcs and mcdian IDA curves are shown 111

Figure 56 and the spectral acceleration values, obtained are as in Table 27:
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Figul'c 56 Thc InCl"cmcntal dynamic analysis (IDA) enl'ves, ohtained fl"Orn the NSI' enrves

fOI' the intact stnlctul"CS ,,,,,ith three pCI"ccntilc valuc.s of colulIIlI Covel'

Table 27 Spectral acceleration of lour slructural damage statcs

f~...N',i' Damage States DSI DS2 DS3 DS4w _.-,' ~

Column COver

2.50 in 0.256g 0.641g 0.782g 0.820g
2.75 in 0.253g 0.674g 0.737g 0.919g
2.25 in 0.267g 0.577g 0.580g 0.732g
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So for the intact structures with three percentile valucs of column cover the dynamic

capacities arc as follows.

Column cover Capacity

2.50 in 0.820g

2.75 in 0.919g

2.25 in 0.732g

Similarly the residual dynamic capacities of damaged structures are obtained and shown

in Table 28. The residual capacities for damage state OS I arc same as those of the intact

structures.

Table 28 Residual dynamic capacities of damaged structures

e~
OSI OS2 OS3 OS4

Column cover.'.
2.50 in 0.82g 0.67g 0.23g 0

2.75 in O.92g 0.88g 0.27g 0

2.25 in 0.73g 0.67g 0.30g 0

From the results shown in Table 28, the percent loss of Sa capacities are as in Table 29.

Table 29 Percent loss of Sa capacity at four structural damage states

I~~ OSI OS2 OS3 OS4
,.~oIumn cover

2.50 in 0% 18.3% 72.0% 100%

2.75 in 0% 4.4% 70.7% 100%
2.25 in 0% S.2'Yo 5S.9% 100%

Figure 57 is drawn using the result of Table 27 and Table 29.
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Figure 57 Loss of Sa capacity at different spectral acceleration

From Figure 57 and Figure 56 estimated values of spectral acceleration and roof drift
causing the onset of all limit states arc shown in Table 30.

Table 30 Spectral acceleration and roof drift causing the onset of four limit states

Limit States
Onset of Onset of Onset of red Onset of
damage yellow collapse

Sa (g) Drift Sa (g) Drift Sa (g) Drift Sa (g) .. Drift
2.50 in 0.256 0.006 0.65 0.021 0.72 0.027 0.82 0.042
2.75 in 0.253 0.006 0.73 0.022 0.74 0.026 0.92 0.050
2.25 in 0.267 0.006 0.57 0.015 0.58 0.016 0.73 0.033

/h values are calculated from equation (3) and obtained as in Table 31.

Table 3 I /h values

~

OD OY OR OCObtained fro .

25%.tile value 0.063 0.196 0.323 0.174
75%-tile value 0.018 0.173 0.041 0.204
Average 0.040 0.184 0.182 0.189
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Output of Step 5

Table 32 Combination of p-values

The squarc-rool-oJ~sunl-oJ~squarcs (SRSS) rule IS uscd to c(lI11binc lhc unccrlainly (fJ
values) and shown in Table 32

+~c OD OY OR OC

PI 0.Q35 0.294 0.209 0.152

P2 0.032 0.110 0.125 0.231

P3 0.040 0.184 0.182 0.189

flu 0.062 0.364 0.304 0.335

PII 0.31 0.35 0.42 0.57
.

P 0.32 U.5U U.52 U.66

Median (50 percentile) Sa, Median PGA to reach different structural limit states and p_
values (dispersion) of those limit states are obtained.

Structural limit states Sa (g) PGA (g) P
-Onset of damage 0.26 0.10 0.32

Onset of yellow 0.65 0.26 0.50
Onset of red 0.72 0.29 0.52
Onset of collapse 0.82 0.33 0.66

STEP 6: Computation of the Fragility Curves

I'rom thc mcdian Sa-valucs and corresponding (f-values of the foul' ground motion levels

provided at STEP 5, thc fragility curves associated with onset-of-damage, onset of

yellow-tag, onset red-tag, and onset collapse states are plot using equation (7).

(7)

Where,

Sa =Spectral acceleration value at diffcrent probability to reach thc limit state
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s'.\' =ml:dian S" valul: to rl:al:h lhl: limil slall:"

fJ =measure of dispersion

x =X-value in Gaussian table for difTl:rcnt probability (arca undcr thc standard
normal distribution curve)

Thc rcsulting fragility curves arc shown in Figurc 58.
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Figu,'c 58 Fragility curvcs 1'01' diffcrcnt limit statcs of thc building whcn systcm dcmand is

spcctral acccicration

Based on the common lognormal assumption, the curve's estimation for the generic

structural limit state LS requires two parameter valucs, a median 8"LS value and a measure

of dispersion, p. The former is the central value of the curve that correspond to an

exceedance probability of 50%, the lattcr controls its slope (the larger the B value, the

flatter the curve). The former paramcter is referred to as the median spectral capacity

value of that limit state. It should be noted that in Figure 58 fragility curve for onset of

damage (00) is the steepest of the four because the value of B is the smallest. The

opposite is true for the fragility curve corresponding to the collapse state. The fragility

curve corresponding to the green-tag state is equal to unity for all levels of ground

motion, When instead of spectral acceleration, peak ground acceleration is used as system

demand, the ii'agility curves/ for the building is as shown in Fignrc 59.
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Figurc 59 Fragility curvcs for diffcrcnt limit stalcs of thc huilding whcn systcm dcmand is

peak ground acceleration

From Figure 34 for Dhaka city at five percent probability of exceedance in fifty ycars

period predicted PGA is O.2g. As in Fignrc 59 aftcr a ground shaking of PGA O.2g the

building will be tagged Grcen and the structure will be deemed lit for immediate

occupancy.

4,5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Fragility analysis of a typical three storey RCC frame structure is done considering

. uncertainty in dynamic response and uncertainty in three structural parameters- concrete

compressive strength, column depth and concrete cover in column and finally ii'agility

curves of different limit states of the building are developed. The structure is designed for

gravity load and found satisfactory in seismic performance. Uncertainty in other structural

parameters such as yield strength of reinforcing steel, span, beam size and so on is nc,:ded

to be incorporated. This methodology can bc used for any reinforced concrete frame

structure.
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5 CONCLUS10NS AND RECOMMENDATlONS

5.1 SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS OF BANGLADESH

To evaluate seismic hazards for a particular site or region, all possiblc sources of seismic

activity must be identificd and their potential for generating future strong ground motion

should be evaluatcd. Idcntification of scismic sources rcquircs some invcstigative work of

geologic and tectonic cvidencc, or historical (prc-instrumcntal) seismicity. In this analysis

the historical seismicity is used. Uniform probability distributions arc assigned to each

source zone implying that, earthquakes arc equally likely to occur at any point within the

source zone. To characterize the seismicity of each source zone, Gutenberg and Richter

(1944) law for earthquake recurrence is used. A basic assumption of PSHA is that the

recurrence law obtained from past seismicity (a and 0 of b-line) is appropriate for the

prediction of future scismicity. Scismic hazard analysis is done using McGuirc (1978),

Duggal (1989) and Boore et al. (1993) acceleration attenuation expressions. Duggal, 1989

acceleration attenuation expression is developed for alluvium soil of Japan. As the soil of

Bangladesh is alluvium and almost similar to that of Japan the output obtained using

Duggal expression is proposed. Deterministic seismic hazard analysis is done for Dhaka

city and PGA of O.18g is proposed. Hazard curves for Dhaka, Chittagong and Sylhet city

are developed and curves developcd using Duggal, 1989 expression arc proposed.

Seismic hazard maps of Bangladesh bascd on two, fivc and tcn percent probability of

exceedence in fifty years period are developed. Hazard maps developed using Duggal,
1989 expression are proposed.

5.2 FRAGILITY ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES

A methodology is described to predict post-earthquake functionality of a structure.

Fragility analysis of a typical thrce story building is performed and post-earthquake

functionality of the building after a ground shaking of PGA O.2g is predicted. Analysis is

done considering uncertainty in dynamic response and uncertainty in three structural

parameters- concrete compressive strength, column depth and concrete cover in column.

The structure is designed for gravity load and found satisfactory. Seismic performance of

structures is cast in terms of fragility curves for structural limit states directly related to

after earthquake structure occupancy status. A limit-state fragility curve provides the
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conditional probability that the specified limit stale will be reaeheu or exceeded as a

function of the severity of the future ground motion. Coupling the fragility curves with

probabilistic seismic hazard analysis permits assessments of the vulnerability of

seismically induced structure. The procedurc developed in this research work is, of

course, of more general applicability. Fragility curves of a structure can be valuable to

engineers to eomparc with obscrvablc uamagc during thc inspcction of a facility belorc

deciding on thc possible building occupancy rcstriction aner an earthquake.

5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

);> To evaluate seismic hazards for a particular sitc or region, all possible sources of

seismic activity must be identified and their potential for generating future strong

ground motion should be cvaluated. Identification of seismic sources requires some

investigative work. Thesc may take thc lorm of geologic and tectonic cvidencc, or

historical (pre-instrumental) seismicity. In this analysis the historical seismicity IS

used and the other evidences can be incorporated when reliable data are obtained.

);> The uncertainties in earthquake location, earthquake size, and ground motion

parameter prediction are combined to obtain the probability that the ground motion

parameter will be exceeded during a particular time period. The proper performance

of a PSHA rcquircs carcful attcntion to thc problems of source characterization and

ground motion paramctcr prcdiction and to thc mcchanics of thc probability
computations.

);> Analysis is done US1l1gMcGuire (1978), Duggal (1989) and Boore et a!. (1993)

acceleration attenuation expressions. The geologic and tectonic evidence of

Bangladesh is not similar to that of Japan or USA. So Acceleration attenuation

expression for Bangladesh is needed to bc developcd for scismic hazard analysis of
the country.

);> In fragility analysis uncertainty of three structural parameters, concrete compressive

strength, column size and concrete cover have bcen considercd. Other uncertainties

inherent in building response and capacity for differcnt ground motion levels due to

variability in construction and structural evaluation process is also needed to be used

to obtain the desired fragility curves.
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APPENDIX A

Table of the Gaussian Distribution Function

Areas Under the Standard Normal Distribution Curve

The following table is used to find the value of the area under the standard normal

distribution curve, trom the minus infinite value to X value. In order to get each value,

find the X value in the table, and in the right adjacent cell you will find the area under the
standard normal distribution curve.
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APPENDIXB

Calculation of mode participation factor f!"Omeigenvector matrix

Eigenvectors Matrix

0.02804 0.07559 -0.07121

0.06186 0.04709 0.07434

0.08341 -0.06033 -0.03120

Calculation of mode partiCipation factor

First Mode Second Mode Third Mode

0.02804 0.07559 -0.07121

0.06186 0.04709 0.07434

0.08341 -0.06033 -0.03120

Sum 0.17331 0.06234 -0.02807

Sum2 0.03004 0.00389 0.00079

Participation Factor

0.03471

0.86534
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APPENDIXC

Developed program in MATLAB 7.1 for Seismic Hazard Analysis of Bangladesh

%1 Source Parameter

ampf=I.O

yrs=131;

nos=7

%arnplification factor.

%ocurance period.

'ANa. 0 f Source

%Source Parameter

ellipsoid=alrnanac (I earth I, 'ellipsoid I, 'kmI, 'sphere' );

all) .pos=load('AI.dat');

a(2) .pos=load('A2.dat');

a(3) .pos=load('A3.dat');

a (4).pos=load (,A4 .diJ L ');

a(5) .pos=load('A5.dat');

a(6) .pos=load('A6.dat');

a(7) .pos=load('A7.dat');

a(S) .pos=load('AS.dat');

for s=l:nos;

%Area

latl=a(s) .pos(I,I);

lonl=a(s) .pos(I,2);

lat~~a(s) .pos(3,1);

lon2=a(s) .pos(3,2);

para(s) .ar=areaquad(latl,lonl,lat2,lon2,ellipsoid);

%Earthqullkc

eq=load('eq.dat');

[tneq dummy]=size(eq);

sesn=l;

for esn=l:tneq;
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if eq(esn,2»~latl & (eq(esn,2)<~lat2) & (eq(esn,l»~lonl) &
(eq(esn,1)<~lon2);

para(s) .eq(sesn, :)=cq(csn, :);

sesn=sesn+l;

end

end

%Mrnax & Mmin

para(s) .Mmax=max(para(s) .eq(:,3));

para(sl .Mmin~min(para(s) .eq(:,31 I;

%No. of Div & Area/Lengttl of Div and Pas of CP of Source Div

divY=(latl+O.15) :O.3:1at2;

divX~(lonl+O.151 :O.3:1on2;

[dummy divSY]=size(divY);

[dummy divSX]=size(divX);

para(s) .ndiv~divSX*divSY;

pard(s) .dar=para(s) .ar/para(s) .ndiv;

[londx,latdy]=meshgrid(divX,divY);

div=l;

for sdivlat~l:divSY;

for sdivlon~l:divSX;

para(s) .pos(div,l)~latdy(sdivlat,sdivlonl;

para(s) .pos(div,2)=londx(sdivlat,sdivlon);

div~div+l;

end

end

[sizeq dummy]~size(para(s) .eql;

np=l;

for moeq~4.0:0.5:8.0;

noeq=l;

for snoeq=l:sizeq;

if para(s) .eq(snoeq,3»moeq;
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%para(s) .eqm(noeq, :)~para(s) .eq(snoeq, :);

noeq=noeg+l;

para(s) .nqmg(l,np)~moeq;

para(s) .nqmg(2,np)~noeq-1;

end

end

end

%b-Line

spy=para(s) .nqmg(2, :)/yrs;

spypa=spy/para(s) .ar; %N

para(s) .lnN~log(spypa);

%b_p1ot=p1ot (para (s).nqmg (1,:),para (s).1nN, 'ok') ;

%beta

[fit1 gofl out1] ~ fit(para(s).nqmg(l,:) ',para(s).lnN','po1yl');

para(s) .beta~abs(fitl.pl);

para(s) .alfa~abs(fit1.p2);

% Magnitude Distribution & from

mRange=[4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5J;

[dummy sizmR]~size(mRange);

[dummy sim]~size(para(s) .nqmg);

mExt=rnRange(1,sirn+l:1:sizmR);

%para(s) .M~[para(s) .nqmg(l,:) mExt];

para(s) .M~[para(s) .nqmg(l,:) mExt(l,l)];

para(s) .cl=l/(l-exp(-para(s) .beta*(para(s) .Mmax-para(s} .Mmin)));

fm~para(s) .cl*para(s) .beta*exp(-para(s) .beta*(para(s) .M-
para (s).Mmin}};

[dummy sizem]=size(para(s) .M);

for j = l:sizem-l;

para(s) .Mmid(j)=(para(s) .M(j)+para(s) .M(j+1}}/2;

end
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para(s) .fmm~para(s) .cl*para(s) .beta*exp(-para(s) .beta*(para(s) .Mmid-
para (s).Mmin));

para(s) .prb~para(s) .fmm*(para(s) .M(2)-para(s) .M(l));

% Average occurrence Rate:

%para(s) .vl=(exp{para{.s) .ulf.]-pdr.a{s} .b(-~Ld"'pi1rd(s) .Mrnin)-

exp(para(s) .alfa-para(~) .beta*para(s) .Mmax)) "'para(s) .ar:

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%2 Distance Calculation and meshgrid

latu~26.6; latb=20.6; latin~-O.3;

lonl~88; lonr=93; lonin=O.3;

Y=latu:latin:latb;

X=lonl:lonin:lonr:

[dummy SY)=size(Y);

[dummy SX]=size(X);

[lonx,laty]=meshgrid(X,Y);

for slat=l:SY;

for slon=l:SX;

grdp(slat,slon) .lat=laty(slat,slon);

grdp(slat,slon) .lon=lonx(slat,slon);
for 5=1:n05;

for div=l:para(s) .ndiv;

R(slat,slon,s) .r(div)=distance (grdp(slat, slon) .lat,grdp(slat,slon) .lon,p
ara(s) .pos(div,ll,para(s) .pos(div,2),ellipsoid);

end

end

end

end:
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%step-3:.Ground motion estimation:

%Boore et. al. (1993);

bl~-O.03B;

b2~O.216;

b3~O;

b4=O;

b5=-O.777;

b6=O.15B;

b7~O.254;

Gc=O;

for slat.=;l:SY;

for slon=l:SX;

for s=l:nos;

[dummy sizemd]=size(para(s) .Mmid);

acc=[O.Ol:O.05:0.7];

[dummy sizeaccJ~size(acc);

for a=l:sizeacci

for div=l:para(s) .ndiv;

for i=l: sizemdi

PG(slat,slon,s) .pg(i,div,a)=bl+b2*(para(s) .Mmid(i)-
6)+(b3*(para(s) .Mmid(i)-
6) .A2) +b4* (sqrt ((R(slat, slon, s) .r (div) '2+h'2) ))...

+b5*(loglO(sqrt((R(slat,slon,s) .r(div)'2+h'2))) )+b6*Gb+b7*Gc;

PGA(slat,slon,s) .pga(i,div,a)~ampf*lO.'PG(slat,slon,s) .pg(i,div,a);

P(slat,slon,s) .p(i,div,a)=l-normcdf((loglO(acc(a))_
log10(PGA(slat,slon,s) .pga(i,div,a)))/O.205);

end
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end

end

for a=l:sizeacc;

PR(slat,slon,s) .pr(a)=O;

for div=l:para(s) .ndiv;

for i=l:sizernd;

PR(slat,slon,s) .pr(a)=PR(slat,slon,s) .pr(a)+P(slat,slon,s) .p(i,div,a)*pa
rats) .frnm(i)*O.5/para(s) .ndiv;

end

end

end

end

end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%step-3: Ground motion estimation:
%McGuire (1978) ;

capS=l; %for alluvium

h=30;

for slat=l:SY;

for slon=1:SX;

for s=l:nos;

[dummy sizemd]=size(para(s).Mmid);

acca[O.Ol:O.05:0.7];

[dummy sizeaccj=size(acc);

for a=l:sizeacc;

for div=1:para(s) .ndiv;

for i=l:sizemd;
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PGA(slat,slon,s) .pga(i,div,a)~ampf*0.0306*exp(0.89*para(s) .Mmid(i»*(R(s
lat,slon,s) .r(div)'2+h'2)'(-1.17/2)*exp(-0.2*capS);

P(slat,slon,s) .p(i,div,a)~l-normcdf((loglO(acc(a»_
10g10 (PGA (slat,slon, s) .pga (i,div,a) ))10.205) ;

end

end

end

for a=l:sizeacc;

PR(slat,slon,s) .pr(a)~O;

for div=l:para(s) .ndiv;

for i=l:sizernd;

PR(slat,slon,s) .pr(a)~PR(slat,slon,s) .pr(a)+P(slat,slon,s) .p(i,div,a)*pa
rats) .fmm(i)*0.5/para(s) .ndiv;

end

end

end

end

end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%step-3: Ground motion estimation:
%Duggal;

capS=li %for alluvium
h=30;

for slat=l:SY;

for slon~l:SX;

for s=l:nosi

[dummy sizemdl~size(para(s) .Mmid);
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acc=[O.Ol:0.0S:02.S0];

[dummy sizeaccJ~size(acc);

for a=l:sizeacc;

for div~l:para(s) .ndiv;

for i=l:sizemd;

PGA(slat,slon,s) .pga(i,div,a)~amp£*227/981*10'(O.308*para(s) .Mmid(i))*(R
(slat,slon,s) .r.(div)+h)' (-1.2);

P(slat,slon,s) .p(i,div,a)~1-normcdf«log10(acc(a))-
log10(PGA(slat,slon,s) .pga(i,div,a)))/O.20S);

end

end

end

for a=l:sizeacc;

PR(slat,slon,s) .pr(a)~O;

for div~l:para(s) .ndiv;

for i=l: sizemd;

PR(slat,slon,s) .pr(a)~PR(slat,slon,s) .pr(a)+P(slat,slon,s) .p(i,div,a)*pa
rats) .fmm(i)*O.S/para(s) .ndiv;

end

end

end

end

end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%4 Hazard Curve Development

for slat=l:SY;

slon=l:SX;
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for a=l:sizeacc;

cprb(slat,slon) .prb(a)~l;

for s=l:nos;

cprb(slat,slon) .prb(a)~cprb(slat,slon) .prb(a)*(l-
PR(slat,slon,s) .pr(a»;

end

cprb(slat,slon) .prb(a)~l-cprb(slat,slon) .pro(a);

end

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%5 Contour Grid pt PGA

prbty~O.OOl

for slat=l:SY;

for slon~l:SX;

for a=l:sizeacci

cprb(slat,slon) .prb(a)~l;

for s=l:nos;

cprb(slat,slon).prb(a)~cprb(slat,slon) .prb(a)*(l-PR(slat,slon,s) .pr(a»;

end

cprb(slat,slon) .prb(a)=l-cprb(slat,slon) .prb(a);

end

ac=l ;

while cprb(slat,slon) .prb(ac»prbty

ac=ac+l;

end

grdPga(slat,slon)~acc(ac-l)+(acc(ac)-acc(ac-
l»/(cprb(slat,slon) .prb(ac)-cprb(slat,slon) .prb(ac-l» ...

* (prbty-cprb(slat,slon) .prb(ac-l»;

end
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end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%6 Map of Bangladesh

% Earthquake epicenter

axesm eqacylin;

framem(' FLat Limit " [20 27],' FLonLi",it', [87 93]);

gridm( 'MapLatLimit', [20 27], 'MapLonLimit', [87 93]);

gridm('MLineLocation',l, 'PLineLocation',l);

mlabel('MLabelLocaLion',2):

plabel('PLabelLocation',2):

scal~ruler('Long',90, 'XLoc',l.54, 'YLoc',O.345, 'MajorTick',O:50:200, 'Mino
rTick',0:10:50);

northarrow

%Bangladesh border

bord-load('bordr,dat');%LatLon

la t~bord ( : , 1) ;

lon~bord ( : ,2) ;

plotm(lat,lon, 'k', 'LineWidth',2):

% River

rivl=load('riverl.dat'):

rllat=rivl(:,l);

rllon=rivl(:,2):

plotm (rllat, rllon, ' k', 'LineWidth',. 5) ;

%River2

riv2=load('river2.dat');

r2lat~riv2(:,1);

r2lon~riv2(:,2);

plotm(r21at,r21on, 'k't 'LinevJidth1,.5):

%River3
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riv3=load('river3.dat');

r31at=riv3(:,1);

r31on=riv3(:,2);

plotrn(r31at,r31on, 'k', 'LineWidth', .5);
% Hiver4

riv4=load{'river4.dat');

r41at=riv4(:,1);

r41on=riv4(:,2);

plotrn(r41at,r41on, 'k', 'LineWidth', .5);
% Islandl

isll=load('islandl.dal');

illat=isll(:,l);

illon=isll(:,2);

plotrn(illat,il1on, 'k', 'LineWidth',.5);

%Earthquake

eq=load('eq.dat');

eqlat=eq'( :,2) ;

eqlon=eq(:, 1);

%plotrn(eqlat,eqlon, '.k', 'MarkerSize',S);
% Site

cit=load('city.dat');

cilat=cit (:,2) ;

cilon=cit (:,1);

plotm(cilat,cilon, '*k', 'MarkerSize',7);
dlat=cit(l,2)+O.l;

dlon=cit(l,l)-O.2;

textm(dlat,dlon, 'DHAKA', 'FontSize',8);

clat=cit(2,2)-O.2;

clon=cit(2,1)-O.3;

textm(clat,clon, 'CHITTAGONG', 'l:'ont~i.ze',6);
i'.:

sylat=cit(3,2)-O.1;
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sylon~cit(3,1)-0.2;

textm(sylat,sylon, 'SYLHET', 'FontSize',6);

rlat=cit(4,2)+0.2;

rlon=cit(4,1)+0.0;

textm(rlat,rlon, 'RAJSHAHI', 'FontSize',6);

klat=cit(5,2)+0.1;

klon=cit(5,1)-0.2;

textm(klat,klon, 'KHULNA', 'FontSize',6);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%7 smoothing contour

newlat=[26.6:-0.0l:20.6];

newlng=[88:.0l:93];

[nelng,nelat] = meshgrid(newlng,newlat);

newPga=interp2 (lonx, laty,grdPga,nelng,nelat, 'spline');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%8 Countour Map at 10% probability of exceedence in 50 years period

convec = [.08 .1 .12 .15 .2 .25 .3]

[C,h]=contourm(nelat,nelng,newPga,convec, '-k');

%clabelm(C,h);

text_handle = elabelm (C, hi ' rotation' , 0, 'LabelSpacing' , 165) ;

set (text_handle, 'EdgeColor', 'black');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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Gutenberg-Richter b-Iine for each source
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Gutenberg-Richter b-line lor source A5
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-13 OUlenberg-Richler b-line for source A 7
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